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ALBUaUEBaUE EVENING CITIZEN.
AL1JUQUEIIQUE.
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VOLUME

AMERICANS ARE

VLADIVOSTOK'S

For Insurance.

There.

MASS

OF

FAST FOR BURTON

DEBRIS MOVING

Blood Stains Every Where, Governor LaFolIette Makes
Dark His Purpose in
Though Rioting Has
Senatorship.
Now Ceased.
CORPSES

ROTTING

IN'

HE

STREETS

LEGISLATIVE

CALLS

StSiiO .

El Paso, Texas, Nov. 22. In Chihuahua, last evening, Judge Rios sentenced T. C. Richardson, C. S. Harle
and Wm. Mason, three Americans, to
be shot. The three men were convicted of the murder of two men la Chihuahua for their life insurance money.
R'chardson was an Insurance agent,
Mason his assistant, and Harle was
the examining physician. The case
has been pending for three years.

Tokio, Nov. 22. Eye witnesses,
who left Vladivostok on November 18,
report at Nagasaki that food Is very
scarce there, owing to the destruction of most of the store houses, and
food
remains to
only
sufficient
barely supply the populace for twenty
days. Another person who hag arrived at Mojl, having left Vladivostok on November 20, reports that rioting lias ceased there, tie says, however, that the streets are a mass of
debris and that blood stains are In
Many corpses
evidence everywhere.
are still lying exposed, forming a
gruesome sight.

BURTON

EVENING. NOVEMBER 22. 1903.

THE ISLE OF PINES WHICH

People on Verge of Star- Three of Them Killed
Two Men in Chihuahua
vation Says One Who

STREETS

WEDNESDAY

SHOT TO DEATH

BAD CONDITION

Was

NEW .MEXICO.

CASE MOVES

WITH GREAT CELERITY.
St. Louis, Nov. 22. Rapid progress
has been made in the case of United
States Senator Burton, of Kansas,
charged with rendering services as an
atttorney before the postofflce department at Washington in violation of
AMUSEMENT ECHOES
the federal statutes, and it appears
the case will go to' the jury not
FROM GOTHAM'S STAGE that
li'ier thun Saturday.
New York, Nov. 22. The epectculur j WHAT DOES GOVERNOR
INTEND TO TAKE.
display corresponding to lrer r iieuti
Madison, Wis., Nov. 22. Politicians
wans" and "Parsifal" of previous
years, offered at Ooldmark's and nam- generally agree that Gov. Iji Follette's
ed "The Queen of Sheba," is being ultimate purpose relative to the United
presented with great pomp and splen- States senatorship is not clarified by
dor. The success of "Parsifal" at a his call for a special session of the
premium price during the past two legislature December 4th. They hold
years has enabled the management to that the main purpose of the call is to
recover the great cost of production, remedy the law relative to the reAs a result tne future performances building of the capltol. as this work
of the opera will be produced at r ov- would be at a standstill if the law is
not perfected.
ular prices.
With his old side partner traveling
about the country with his own com KANSAS POLITICIAN SPENDS
pany. Lew Fields is still rolling in the
- THE BAY IN ALBUQUERQUE
shekels at the theater which bears his '
name. In "It Happened In Norway,"
Mr. Fields has had a strenuous exper
STOCKHOLDERS OF ENTERPRISE
ience as star and manager and npw
GOLD MINING COMPANY FOUND
realizes what It Is to share stellar
HILLSBORO LIVELY,
roles with female stars.
Not only
must her name be displayed is g
Chief, of Police McMillln Is enjoy- type In the newspapers and appear on
l
today from Clyde
the electric sign In front of the thea- lng.a.visit
ter, but according to Hot ways of ler, an old friend from Osage City,
thinking she must be permitted to cut, Kan.
Mr. Miller Is one of the most lnflu
slash, chop and in short make a hash
job out of the play to suit her Ideas ential republicans ot Osage county.
of self Importance and Independence. and la secretary of the state repub
Despite the fact that, first, Marie Ca,-h- lican central committee. He Is interin mining in New Mexico, and
and then Blanche Ring broke their ested
stopped in the city today while en
contracts and left his company with- route
from Hlllsboro, Sierra
out notice, Mr. Fields had but little county,home
where1 he Is Interested in the
difficulty in filling the breach and the
Mining company's
success of the play continues as if Enterprise Gold
properties.
nothing had ever happened.
'
Mr. Miller says that at present the
Without such theaters as the Grand Enterprise
company Is Increasing its
Street a void producing capacities
and the Fourteenth
in the Hlllsboro
would exist In the theatrical world of
New York. At the former are seen district by Increasing the mill from
Broadway
successes which return ten to twenty stanmps. He also says
from arduous barn storming trips, that mining is generally active In the
somewhat shabby looking it is true, district.
but still retaining the essence which
stood the critical part on Broadway OHIO MINISTER TODAY
REACHES ONE HUNDRED.
of the critics who pass sentence on
Benton, O., Nov. 22.
the success or failure of a play.
The Rev.
John Shaffer, until five years ago a
minister of the Disciples ot Christ
MISSISSIPPI'S CAPITAL
HOLDS STATE EXPOSITION. church, but since then retired from
Jackson, Miss., Nov. 22.
Thous- active service, Is celebrating his onu
ands of visitors attended the opening hundredth birthday today. He is still
of the Mississippi Industrial Exposi- fairly strong and healthy and HveB
His
tion here today. It is beyond doubt here with two of his daughters.
He b
the most complete and Interesting ex- wife died several years ago. eight
of
hibition of its kind ever shown la the father of ten children,
this state and will attract large whom are living.
crowds during the ten days during RAILWAY REBATES ESwhich it will remain open to the pubTABLISHED BY TESTIMONY.
lic. The arrangement of the exhihi-- j
Topeka, Kas., Nov. 22. The board
tion Is excellent and many of the
tescollections shown are of the greatest of railway commissioners took theHogs-hett,
timony of O. P. Kelly and A. H.
educational interest;
traveling men for the Great Western Salt company, of St. Louis, toI
CALIFORNIA MINERS IN
day. Hoggshett admitted that, his
ANNUAL CONVENTION.
house had received rebates from the
'
Nevada City, Cal., Nov. 22.
The Missouri Pacific road on salt shipannual convention of the California ments. The testimony of R. M. Tay'Miners' association opened here today lor and E. E. Martin was also taken.
with an unusually large attendance.
of Martin brought
The minerg of the local district have out the fact that the salt company repmade every effort to make the con- resented had received rebates from
vention successful and have arranged the Rock Island In times past.
an elaborate program for the entertainment of the visiting delegates. All
Spelter.
the prominent mining districts of the
St. Louis, Mo., Nov. 22. Spelter
state are represented by delegates.
yuiet, at

DEPEWS FRIEND

RESIDENT OF THE
FERTILE LITTLE ISLAND TELLS
OF ITS BIQ CROPS, ITS RICH
AMERICAN
AND
HUSTLING
PIONEERS, AND OF THE REASON WHY
THEY WANT THE
COUNTRY TO BE AMERICAN
TERRITORY.
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AGRICULTURAL AFFAIRS GENERAL
AND SOME THAT ARE PARTICULAR
Washington, D. C. Nov. 22.
As
usual, the Department of Agriculture
will begin to send out vegetable and
flower seeds on the 1st of December,
and everything is in readiness to
start the gigantic work of sending out
the 38,Ouo,0UO packages of seeds
which will be distributed In all parts
of the country withiu the next few
weeks. It is expected that before
Planting time the entire amount will
be In the hands of the people for
whom It is intended.
For several
years congress has appropriated $:!90-00for this purpose, but a portion of
that amount Is used for foreign experiments and other kindred matter.
The bulk of the 38,lt0,0u0 packages is
subject to the order of senators and
representative
for
distribution
among their constituents, the Secretary of Agriculture reserving one-tiftof the entire amount to supply
the statistical crop correspondents,
the weather bureau and for other purposes. The country has been divided
into six sections, with special regard
to climate and soils, and the seeds
will be sent only to those localities to
which their proportion and growth
rww!a"y adapted.
are br!!?v?i t?
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an Election Board

J. Keenan, of Pittsburg. Pa.( has established his winter home.
The most cousplcuous monument of
the former American occupation Is the
calzada, or macadamized road, built
by United States army engineers, and
which runs from the Nueva Gerona
bridge southward to Santa Ke. a distance of eleven miles. Here nnd there
along this road are the houses and
young orange groves of American settlers, one of the most attractive places

$5,000

BAIL

Premiums are Loaded For Left His Polling Place
Safety and Excess is Refore Close and Voted
turned in Surplus.
Elsewhere

t
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SEVENTY MILLIONS ARE SET ASIDE

UNDER

Albany, Nov. 22. William S. Manning, of Albany, referred to at yesterday's session of the Insurance inves-

New 'York, Nov. 22. Janie A.
chairman of the election hoard
in the ninth election district., was arrested yesterday on a charge ot Tlo-- v
lat lng the law. He is accused of leaving the polling place In bis dictrict
at 3:30 in the afternoon of election,
day, and of going, to the twentieth,
election district pulling place and Tt-ln- g
re
there under another name.
was held in $5,000 bail. He Is a
Tammany lieutenant. '

NAME

HE

HAD ASSUMED

Ma-gui- re,

tigation as "Depew's rambunctious
friend," has been subpoenaed to appear before the insurance committee
In New York tomorrow.

8ettler's Home Residence

y

of Dr. O. P. Sutherland.

t

i

being the winter home of Dr. B. W.
Kellogg, a retired physician of
ford. Conn.
Near Jucaro several hundred Amer
ican settlers from Iowa and other
western states have founded the new
town of Columbia the first American
town on the Island. Columbia has
Hart-orang-

Its own wharf on the river, a
stores, a school, a church and
a hotel. It is the center of a rapidly
developing tropical planting district.
Another American town named
has been founded.
There Is no cold season here, and
the Americans, with their well adand Improved
vanced agriculture
transportation, are making possible
the shipment of perishable products,
such as pine apples, egg plant and
other vegetables. They are meeting
with some of the ordinary difficulties
Inseparable from pioneer life, and are
overcoming them valiantly.
Houses
have gone up so rapidly that there has
lumber,
been some scarcity of sawed
but this is being overcome by bring
ing in more saw mills.
The American settlers have organ
ized two societies the American as
Boeiatlon, to work for their general
welfare, and especially for a treaty
making the Isle of Pines American
territory, and a Fruit and Vegetable
Growers association.
While the situation of the Ameri
cans on the Isle of Pines Is quite as
favorable as that of those who have
gone Into planting or business enter
prises in Cuba, with the added advant
age that they are likely to be soon
it
the majority of the Inhabitants,
would be further Improved If they
flag
come
nnrter the
could
of their
own country. They have been led to
hope for this by the act of the United States congress, approved May 2
1901, which provides "that the Isle of
Pines shall be omitted from the proposed constitutional
boundaries of
Cuba, the title thereto being left to
future adjustment by the treaty."
post-offic-

"V

13

(

built of mahogany, the Visitor finds
a little below the town, the Alcancla
groves, a tract of 600 acres'
which Is being planted with oranges
and grape rrnit trees, and with tomatoes, egg plant and other vegetables.
A little above the bridge is a tract of
several hundred acres on which Thos.
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GIVE

Ma-gul-

j
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by Committee.
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TAMMANY IN FIX

TARBELL AGAIN TAKES STAND MUST

Columbia. Isle of Pines, Nov. 22.
The Yankee has ever been a pioneer,
nd In the little Isle de PInos, named
from its many pine trees, which here
lock branches with tropical palms, he
Is living up to traditions, and hustling
Dame Nature for new records.
This little island lies about forty
miles south of Cuba. Geologists say
It was formerly a part of the larger
Island.
The northern part Is the district
that has attracted most attention
from American settlers. It is rolling, dotted with monadnocks, and
short ridges, which rise abruptly
from the surrounding lands to various
heights up to 1,600 feet. Here are
the two old Snanifih towns, Nueva
Gerona and Santa Fe, also most of
the hamlets of the native farmers.
The Isle of Pines Is reached from
Batano, Cuba, by the American steamer, J. J. Campbell, which runs to
Nueva Gerona, touching at Jucaro.
The steamer makes the whole distance In about eight hours.
Nueva Gerona. the chief town of
the island, is on the north side, about
two miles up the river Sierra de isb
Casas. It is the port of entrance tor
the Island, and here the registry or
property and the court of first Instance are located.
Crossing the river by a bridge,

An American

OF

Rambunctious Individual Arrested for Illegal PracHas Been Summoned
tice, the Chairman of

AMERICAN

W.-Mi-

LIEUTENANT

MUST APPEAR

HAS REVOLTED FROM CUBA
'

NUMBER 294

e

FROM DARKEST RUSSIA COMES
NEWS LESS DARK AND BLOODY
Czar Makes Money Concessions to the Peasants.
Muscow Zemstvo Divided on Witte-Peas- ant
Revolt Seems to be Threatened.

TARBELL OF EQUITABLE
AGAIN ON THE STAND.
New York, Nov. 22. Gage E. Tar- bell, secoud vice president
of the
Equitable Assurance Society, who waa ROOSEVELT'S CABINET
on the stand when the Insurance inWILL NOT RESIGN
vestigation committee adjourned last
night, resumed his testimony regarding the system of the Kqultable. He
Washington," D. C, Nov. 22. The
submitted specimens of the contracts gentlemen who wanted to get the
made with agents which were offered places of Secretary Shaw, Attorney'
in the evidence, as also were letters General Moody and Secretary of the
which accompany the contracts and Interior Hitchcock, will have to wait
are explanatory of the allowance of a long time. These cabinet officer
commissions.
have all consented to remain at lcaat
Purpose of Loading Premiums.
until July t with President Roosevelt.
Tarbe.l said the system of "loading" Secretary Shaw and Attorney Genpremiums was originated to Insure eral Moody were at the White House
the ability of the companies to meet I yesterday when the tenure of their e
any contingency of claims or expense. '
was settled. Mr. Hitchcock made
He said that the premiums are placed his arrangements with the president
e
and-thby telephone.
higher than necessary for safety,
The administration has too many
excess "loading" is returned to the
policy holders In dividends, and In the important matters at stake to allow
$80,000,000 of surplus of the Eqiutable resignations until the long session ot
congress Is over.
at the end of 1894.
Tarbell said about $70,000,000 Is set
aside for deferred dividends but the
company does not recognlxe any right OTTO ADEL IS A
of a policy holder in this $70,000,000
MUCH WANTED MAN
until the policy has matured, or
reached a point at which it has earned
its dividends. This $70,000,000 could AND DOUBTLESS HE WILL BE
be used to defray any contingency
GLAD TO BE FOUND. A8 AN
that may arise.
ESTATE AWAITS HIM.
J

ot-fic-

.

TEXAS PRESBYTERIANS

If Otto Adel. formerly of Dayton,
o,
Ohio, should happen to read tU's
it will be the means of bringing;

IN "SYNOD ASSEMBLED
Vfntmtnn

Tm

M--

oo

no-tlc-

tk- - o

I

to him his own, which is described la
a letter to Mayor McKee, of
as being a large estate. The letter says that the much
sought for Adel canie west about seventeen years ago for the benefit of bis
health. Nothing has been heard from
Mrs.
him for a number of years.
Adel, the lost Otto's mother, has Just
died leaving a large estate to the son.
The letter Is signed Daniel Nevlns.
attorney at law, Dayton, Ohio.
Albn-querq-

ue,

ond Presbyterian church In this city
waa crowded with ministers and lay
members of the Presbyterian church
I
fit thaa lit Q f a whn
n.Jn
at the opening session of the Presby-- I
lurmn aynoa or rexas. All parts of
the state were well represented, ana
the number of delegates was larger
LABOR FEDERATION
than at any previous synod meeting.
The Rev. Ssonewall Jackson
IMPORTANT ACTION
of Goniales, presided at the
onpenlng session, and the mayor of FIRE CHIEFS OF EAST
MEET IN NEW JERSEY.
the city welcomed the delegates. The
Rev. McMurray will remain in the "Paterson,
N. J., Nov. 22. Fire
Injunction
Against
Labor moderator's chair until his successor chiefs from nearly
all the larger cities
has been elected by the synod. Busi- of the eastern states met here this
ness meetings of the synod will be morning in the office of Chief Stags;
Unions Carried to the
held every morning and afternoon and who had issued the call for the conthe evening will be devoted to devo- vention, for the purpose of taking the
Supreme Court.
tional exerefses and public meetings, necessary action to create greater Inin which many mattters of general terest In the association among the
interest will be considered and dischiefs and city officials. Thai
TEST CASE IS TO BE SELECTED cussed. The synod will remain In fire
primary object of the conference la t
session about eight days. On next consider the suggestion
made
Sunday nearly all the pulpits in this
Allen of Trenton, N. J.. which
Pittsburg, Pa., Nov. 22. An effort city will be filled with ministers at- are meeting with general approval
among the fire chiefs "of the country.
is being made by the delegates to the tending the synod meeting.
convention of the American Federa
tln of Labor to complete the work of
the convention tomorrow evening, but
there are many questions yet to be
considered and final adjournment may
not come until the end of the week.
Gompers"
report was
President
again before the convention this
morning and the following resolutions
Nashville, Tenn., Nov. 22.
The ference. and many - of them are on
were unanimously adopted:
Resolutions rocommending the ex- general annual session of the South- me program with addresses.
clusion of the Chinese from the Unit ern Educational association will open
COLLEGE WOMEN ALSO
ed States; also Japanese and Korean here this evening
in the First Pres
mrvB AN ACTIVE HAND.
labor from this country: a resolution byterian
church with a iotnt meetlnir ' Atlanta. Gs., Nor. 22.
College
Instructing the executive council to
and alumnae of various colselect one labor organization against of the Southern Educational associa- women
which injunction ha been granted. tion and the Association of Colleges leges from all parts of the south are
and employ competent legal talent to and Preparatory Schools of the South- congregating here to attend the Joint
carry the case to the United States ern States. Several hundred mem-ber- conventions of the Southern Associarepresenting each one of the tion of College Women and of the Nasupreme court to test the constitutionality of injunction laws now in two associations, are In the city and tional Association of Coliexlate Alum
every train brings new additions. It nae. The headquarters of the two asforce.
Is expected that every one
of the sociations are at the Pi dmont and
southern states will be represented In the hotel ls rapidly filling up with
WILSON IS CHARGED
the conference, which promises to be delegates.
The executive committee
,of the Association of College Womeu
WITH ROBBING HIMSELF of unusal interest and Importance.
At the opening meeting this even- met this morning at the Piedmont and
ing, Governor John I. Cox of Tenn- completed its work before noon. In
SANTA FE CENTRAL DETECTIVES essee will welcome the delegates on the afternoon the members and their
SAY THAT HOLD-U8T0RY WAS behalf of the city and state. Super- many friends went out for a drive
S. A. Mynders of Tennessee and after their return they will
atA
TO BEAT THE COM intendent
RUSE
will welcome the delegates on behalf tend a reception given at the GlrU'
PA NY.
High School.
of the educational Institutions.
Responses will be made by President K.
The convention proper will open
According to a report from Santa U. Craighead, Tulane University,
this evening at the convention hall
Fe, J. E. Wilson is suspected of hav
on behalf of the Southern of the Piedmont Hotel. Governor Terlng robbed himself as agent for the Kducatlonal association, and Chancel- rell will Welcome the delegates on
f
of the state of Georgia. Other
Santa Ke Central railroad company at lor R. U. Fulton, University of MissWillard, and has been summarily dis issippi, on behalf of the Association welcoming addresses will be deltverej
missed by the company, after making of Colleges and Schools. Then Presi- bv Dr. Walter H. Hill, chancellor ft
good the loss sustained by the rob dent Chas. D. Mclver, of the State the university; the Hon. J. Luther Roa-sebery.
chairman of the Atlanta Board
Normal and Industrial College, of
Wilson's dismissal is the unlooked- - Greeusloro, N. C, will deliver his an- of Education; Miss C. S. ParrtsH.
p
mystery nual address as president of the presideut of the Soutnern Association
for termination of a hold-uwhich began Tuesday night of last Southern
annotation, of College Women; Mrs. R. E. Parks,
Educational
weok, when Wilson reported that he while the annual address for the As- president of the Atlanta Federation or
bad been held up by two masked men sociation of Schools and Colleges will College Wionien, and olhers." Responand robbed of 225 of the company's be read by President Brown Ayers, of ses will be made by Mra.' Eva Perry
money. Bloodhounds were taken to the University of Tennessee. Knox-vlll- Moore, president of the association,
the scene from Santa Fe, but no trace
Tenn. Secretary R. J. Tlghe of and others. The Hon. John Temple
Decould be found of the robbers.
the Southern Educational association, Graves of Atlanta will deliver the
tectives were put on the case, with anil Secretary J. H. Kirkland of the principal addresses. After the pieetlog
the result that Wilson was dismissed. Assocltalon of Colleges and Schools, a reception will be held by the faculty
It is understood that he made good will read the customary
announce- of the seminary.
The convention
the loss to the company, which, on ments.
will remain in session four days and
Investigation amounted to only 1175,
The conference will remain in ses- promises to be of unusual interest.
instead of $225, and that the company sion three days, and elaborate and In Many distinguished women will dehas refused to prosecute him.
teresting programs have beeu pre- liver addresses at the meetings of
pared for each session. In addition to the convention. The eitueus have
Newv York Money Market.
the regular program there will be made special efforts for the recepNew York. Nov. 22. Money on 'call, special programs for the various de tion and entertainment
of the delesteady, at 4(8 6 per cent; prime mer- part ments, which will hold special gates and there wilt be several
per
cantile paier,
functions and receptfms in their
ten'. liar sessions. Many distinguished educators of the south will attend the con- - honor.
f

Washington, D. C, Nov. 22. The
state department today received a cablegram from Mr. Eddy, charge
d'affaires of the American embassy at
St. Petersburg, bringing the information that an imperial proclamation today states that during the year of
1906, payment on land granted
to'
peasants will be diminished by one-haland will cease entirely on Jan-uaxy l, lyuv, tne peasants tnen becoming the owners of the land.
f,

1

ZEMSTVO IS
VERY 8ADLY DIVIDED.
St. Petersburg, Nov. 22. All eyes
continue to be riveted on Moscow,
MOSCOW

where the struggle In the temstvo
congress on the question of supporting
Some
Premier Wltte is continuing.
of the most powerful men In the congress are urging the necessity for rallying the moderate sentiment In support of the government, but the
radical element, appears to make a split" inevitable.
Should a resolution to support
the
premier be carried. It seems almost

certain that It will be coupled with
conditions.
The idea of a constituent assembly
seems to have been abandoned, but
not the demand for municipal suffrage, to which the premier is likely
to yield.
PEASANTS BEING EXCITED
TO FURY OF DESTRUCTION.
Moscow, Nov. 22. The excitement
among the peasants In the central aad

southeastern provinces is spreading
rapidly, and it Is feared that it will
be Impossible to suppress the movement which promises to develop into
a general uprising bearing devastation
and untold horror to the whole country. The revolutionists among the
peasants are lndustrlotisly spreading
the story that the imperial reform
manifesto really decreed a division of
lands, but the the nobles, Intellectuals
and the Jews distorted It and took all
the freedom for themselves and the
peasants therefore have a right to
possess themselves of these larils
which the emperor grauted them.

DAYLIGHT BANK ROBBERY

IN

DENVER YESTERDAY AFTERNOON

In addition to vegetable and flower
seeds, the Department of Agriculture

Denver. Colo., Nov. 22. The police
forage have made no progress in running
whim down the two masked men who held
which
be ob- up Gabriel Jones, cashier of the South
Denver bank yesterday afternoon, al
though several characters are under
SOUTHERN COMMISSIONERS
OF AGRICULTURE ASSEMBLE. suspicion.
The men, both masked, entered the
Richmond. Va., Nov. 22.
The
Southern States Association of Com- front door of the bank, and, without
missioners of Agriculture opened Its ceremony, pointed cocked revolvers
annual meeting here today and be- at the head ot the cashier and furred
sides the regular members" It bail at- him to open the safe and fork over
tracted a large number of prominent what money was in sight. The cashentomologists, veterinarians,
experi- ier stat eg that the robbers secured
2,000
ment station directors,
representa- about
in cash. They then
tives of the Bureau of Entomology of rushed out of the bank and climbed
the United States Department of Agri- Into a hupgy. The whip was applied
culture, and others, more or les in- to tne horse anil the buggy and men
terested in the various questions were soon out of sight.
which will come up for consideration
It was one of the boldest daylight
In this convention.
The object of robberies that has ever occurred in
this conference is. principally, to Co'orado, and the police are working
dutiuiu-lformulate recommendations every clue. The president of the
to be presented to the Commissioners bank Is John M. Compbell, and he
of Agriculture looking to concerted ttaics, that the bank, although a
action and
corporation, will meet all
toward the
extermination of the cattle tick and
made upon It. 1 he bank Is
other parasites from the south.
capitalized at $10,000, and the officers
sends out quantities of cotton,
and field seeds to localities to
they are best suited, and from
it is thought good results may
tained.

pri-var- e

are J. M. Campbell, president, I. N.
Mowbray, vice president, and Gabriel
Jones, cashier.
The bank, iu order to protect Itself
against burglars, carries an Insurance
of Ij.oiNi in the Empire tate Security
conipan
.

MEETING OP
GEORGIA CONFERENCE.
Newman, Ga., Nov. it. The annual session of the Georgia Methodist Conference opened here today
with a large attendance, representing
every part of the stale. Illshop W.
W. Duncan presides at th conference
this year and a considerable number
of changes in the ministry are expected.
ANNUAL

FOUR HUNDRED GIRLS HAVE
NARROW ESCAPE FROM FIRE.
Lawrence, Mass.. Nov 22. Four

hundred school girls had a narrow
escape today from a Dre which broke
out iu the French parochial school.
Twenty-fiv- e
fcirls dropped from the
third story aud all but one ai caught
without injury.

SOUTHERN EDUCATIONAL MATTERS

RECEIVE IMPORTANT ATTENTION
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legislative assembly,

dians, but so far nothing has been
done hy the department at Wanhlng-to- n
that hag borne fruit. I am going
to send all the letters I have received
relative to the Indians disobeying the
game laws, to the commissioner of
affairs at Washington, and am
il
not going to give them any peace
they take some steps to have these
flagrant violations of the game laws
slopped.
"I have Just received advices from
one of my deputies In Taos coanty,
Floyd I llatiiblin, to me eneci inai
he una arrested nine of the Indians
for shooting deer oat of season. These
re the first arrests that have been
made so far. It, Is Impossible for me
to get arouiM to all the different pans
of the country where the Indians are
reported to be hunting, and I nave
dvlsed those living In that pan 01
he country to organise among them
selves a party of deputies, and that I
would send them all commissions.
That would be the easiest and most
effective way of stopping them and to
confiscate their arms and nne tnem or
put them in Jail. It will teach them a
lesson."
Perry Notifies Indians.
R. Perry,
A letter received from
superintendent of the Navajo agency
at Fort Defiance, states that he has
llspatohed a policeman to notify the
Indians in that district that they can
not hunt off the reservation, as it is
agnlnst the law.
Much good that will do," said
Game Warden Otero, "telling them
something that they already know. I
have sent out notices of the game law
to nearly every pueblo of the territory, and the Indians are perfectly familiar with the law. They simply ignore it. Inasmuch as they have not
heretofore been punished for viola
tions by the government."
Law Provides Punishment.
The game law relative to the kill
ing of deer provides that there shall
he no deer killed after the first of November, and Inflicts a fine of $25.00
for each offense. Erven In the open
season the law only allows one deer
to each man of a party of hunters,
and when these Indians start out in
parties of 150 there is likely to he a
wholesale killing of deer, with the result that if such things are allowed
to continue long there will be no deer
to hunt.
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we eapoclally called the attention of
the com m Iss loner of Indian affairs to
the breaking of these laws by the In-
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Who suffers every month from ailments peculiar to their sex would only
take an occasional dose of Hoatetter's
Stomach Bitters they would find their
various organs strengthened and better able to perform their proper functions.
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hereditary disease like this taking in all about fifteen bottles,
Elllt.
NEXT TO BAf.'K OF COMMERCE
all my nervousness IihiI left me, and Townsite. Moore Realty Co.
MonoweVy,Va.A.eH. STOCKTON.
Lot ti, block II. t)ri.;inal TownMle, can only be reached, by a constituray appetite, which had fallen off beand
CURE the LUNC8
tional remedy and nothing equals
fore, had all at once been restored so A. W. Hayilen.
At Consistent Prices
203 W. F ailroad
blood,
lot 7. block II. Original Townsite S. S. S. as a cure for it. It cleanses and strengthens the deteriorated
that I ate my food with a keen relish.
is
a
deposits,
gradual
but
there
and
tubercular
WITH
anA
diives
scrofulous
all
S.iiiliU
out
Oslerloli.
gone.
nervous
the
"All
dread has
sure return to health. M. fc. t. supplies to the
Lots K. '., lO. li una 1.', DIOCK Jl
I walk a mile and a half each way to
anaemic, lifeless blood the properties necessary
every
duy
iny work
and enjoy It. I Original Tow iisiti:, M. W. Flournny
to build back to strong, robust health, and does
Sud an interest in everything that Trustee.
On the sDUIli ciile of West Coppe
got on about me that makes Ufa a
this gently and so thoroughly that no signs of
AND CHICAGO LUMBER
pleasure. All ibiB I owe to leaving off avenue, between North Fif'li strei
Price
the disease are ever Been in after life, lleing
HERMAN-WILLIAMBUILDINQ
Post-nuPAINT
i,
street:
Einliili
and
North
It
Always
50c
coffee
OUGKS
PAPER
$1.00
tea ami
and
and the use of
purely vegetable S. S. S. is the best remedy for
Lois 1 ami '.' Mock 12. Oniina PURELY VEGETABLE. Scrofula; its harmless but healing ingredients
Covers more, looks best, wears
Free Trial.
fur I have taken no medicine."
stock.
Lime,
Plaster,
Cement,
longest, most economical, full
t
Name given by Post urn Co., Bat tle Townsite, J. II. Wroth.
wax like, bloodless faces with vigorous
l ots 3 rid 4. block
12.
Orininal enter into the circulation and replace
bureet and Uuiukuat Cure for oil
Paint, Qlass, Sash Doors, ete.
measure.
Mich.
-ana
Tak-v.;;:i
.rroiuia
crotir
btrength plowing wilh lica.ili.
THROAT and LUNO TROTJB
Townsite, K. A I'ickanl.
There's. a rea.-oACX
I LKa, or &iONKl
FlPST STREET AND COAL AVE.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
SFCCIHC CO., ATLANTA, CAm
77.T
Lots 5,
and 1. block 12, Original medical advice free.
Ucait the Utile b ok "The Road 10
Townsite, Gruusfcld Estate.
Wcllville," In pktB
PrSM SrleFaeea Dttesttliaa,
CHj ana1 Cawitf Ofelatla.
Tee Larpal New Matlta Clrtulitim.
largart Northern Aruvta Orculitie"
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Capital and Surplus

$100,000

Citizen Ads Will Reach Them
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be addressed to thej
conductor and engineer and wnues
.
by tbe receiving operator on yellow
manifold paper, so arranged that three
impressions ean be taken.
must
"The
addressed
Kven the oldest o( the local, railroad read theconductor
order aloud to the operator
men say they never sate- such a rush and If understood, sign It; it will then
of red ball freight as there Is Just be repeated back over the conductor !
Manager Coffroth says If O'Brien
now. Even empty coal cam are rush signature to the person giving It, who stowg
Fltzsimmong hway In
or
ed through like fruit specials.
will, if the order is correctly under- seven rounds be will Immediatelysixsign
stood, re ply
which must be Dim for a fight with Marvin Hart.
B;n Shupp returned to the city last indorsed over(correct),proper
signature Coffroth has not given np hope of
night and today resumed his duties upon the order the
countersigned by the
a chief clerk to Division Storekeeper receiving operator, and the exact drawing Jeffries out of hlg retirement.
Mr. Sbupp spent quite time of receiving the-- word 'complete.' He says that as soon as the purse is
I. J. Custer.
a vacation In the east visiting rela- Two Impressions of the order, when big enough Jeff will be on hand to
fight or it.
tives at Qulncy. 111.
properly indorsed, will be given to the
Manager Griffiths of the New York
conductor, who will retain one. and Americans, is striving hard to get
who recently fin- give
.1. A. McDonald,
the other to the engineer, per together a strong pitching staff for
on the Santa Fe sonally,
ished a
the engineer must read next season.
He has already pur
cut-ofwas In the city last night with it aloud and
to him, (the conductor) bebis outfit en route to southern Ari- fore proceeding. The other impres- chased three promising men from the
Pacific Coast League and has strings
zona, where he has a contract on a sion will be kept by
the operator in out for two more. The Highlanders
new road being built by the Santa Fe. the manifold
book. In case there is will train at Birmingham, Ala., and
more than one engine on a train each Savannah. Ga.
Train No. 2 was seven hours late engineer
must have a copy of such
One of the songs sung by Prince'
asain today. Yesterday's No. 2 dldf
ton students at tbe
not arrive until 7 o'clock last evenEngineers must not receive train game, and which made a big hit with
ing almost ten hours late. A small orders
from any person excepting the the crowd, was as follows:'
freight wreck near Kingman, Ariz., conductor
of their train.
Way down In old New Jersey,
caused four hours delay yesterday,
"In asking
train orders, conduc
In that far-of- f
jungle land.
aad bad going caused six hours delay. tors will givefor
name and initials
There
lived a Princeton tiger,
The delay today may be attributed to to operators. their
Operators, when send
Who will eat right off your band.
bad going or bad engines.
ing back train orders to dispatchers.
But when he gets In buttle
repeat the address in addition to
With the other beasts of prey.
1. S. Van Slyck, live stock agent will body
the order.
He frightens them almost to death
lor the Santa Fe, with headquarters the Freightof conductors
In all
In his peculiar way.
at El Paso, was nthe city yesterday cases, hand train orders will.
they receive
pacifying local stockmen, who are to rear brakenien and passenger
enCHORUS. '
waiting for cars for shipping purto their firemen, to be read.
Wow, wow,
poses.' Mr. Van Slyck says that the gineers
Engineers of freight trains will band
Hear the tiger roar;
tax upon rolling stock was never their
orders to the firemen and bead
Wow, wow,
greater than It is on all of the west- brakeman
reading.
for
Rolling up a score,
ern roads at present. A great car "Second Adopt the automatic block
Wow, wow,
famine covers the entire west.
signal. Wherever a collision hag oc
Better move along
curred under automatic block sigWhen .you hear the tiger sing
SANTA FE WILL BUILD
It has been shown to have re
nals.
His jungle song.
CLUB FOR ITS EMPLOYES. sulted from disobedience of the sim
officials
Fe
have plest rule.
The Santa
railroad
The tiger fights with all his might
let a contract for an employes' rlub
"Third Do away with every facing
W hen you say "Play ball."
house at La Junta. Colo. The con- point switch possible. At all facing
January, February,
In
Blankenshlp
was
tract
awarded to
point switches, adopt a mechanical or
Any old month at all.
building
brothers of that city. The
with
electric semaphore Interlocked
Ho plays to win, through thick and
will be 42xlOU feet, three stories and tbe switch."
thin.
basement and will be brick and Btone.
In summer, fall and spring.
It will have such conveniences
for
And when he'll meet you, he will
rallrcad men as bath rooms, reading ROBERT MclNTYRE, THE
eat you,
room, bowling alley, billiard hall and
NOTED SCOTCHMAN COMING
For
he's tbe Jungle king.
upper
story
room,
office
win
and the
contain sleeping rooms. The building
Connie Mack says tbe Waddell par
Robert Mclntyre, wiio captivated
will be Just west of the Wells Fargo
"Everybody
But
Works
Express company's building and it is his audience at the First Methodist ody on
cburch last April, with bis celebrated Father" .nearly broke the .Reuben
estimated that the cost will be
lecture on "Buttoned Up People," will one's heart. Connie was always noted
000.
lecture in the Methodist church on as a kidder.
Thursday evening of this week. His Mlub Knoll, who has played ball in
TEXAS
IN
TRAVEL
FREE
subject will be "Abraham Lincoln." nearly all the leagues form coast to
coast, hag started to manage Dayton
This is Mr. Mclntyre'g masterpiece.
OVER 13 PER CENT OF PASSENA large number of tickets have al In the Central League next season.
Mrs. Rube Waddell Is confined in a
LAST ready been sold. Come early If you
GER TRAFFIC
THERE
Philadelphia hospital, while the Reu
expect to get a seat.
YEAR ON PASSES.
ben one Is traveling with a "medi
The final report of the railroad com- Mothers everywhere praise One Min cine" vaudeville show. His stunt is
mission of Texas, issued last week, ute Cough Cure for the sufferings It to split an inch board with a base
passenger has relieved and the lives of their lit ball.
shows that 637,433,015
Walter Fractz, the pitcher preacher
miles of transportation was paid for tie ones It has saved. A certain cure
and 99,944,187 miles were traveled on for Coughs, Croup and Whooping of the Kansas City Blues, who has
passes, or 13.46 per cent of the total Cough.
Makes breathing easy, cuts been drafted by the St. Louis Na
mileage. The commission states, mat out phlegm, and draws out the Inflam tlonals, is said to have only a verbal
contract with Kansas City and St.
It believes the proportion of free mation. Sold by all druggists.
Ixniis may not see him after all.
travel was greater than shown, based
reA full tine of liquors, wines and cor Frantz la a
on the lateness of Inaugurating
a natural hit
ports on such matters, and admission dials. Family trade a specialty. Er ter, plays the infield or the outfield
of conductors that when traffic Is nest Meyers & Co., 116 West Silver equally well and Is one of the most
heavy tbey do not take time to make Avonue.
willing men that ever donned a base
:
oi
ball suit. He is contemplating retir
used on
memorandum of passes
ing from the diamond to pursue his
trains. The free travel is classified
AS
PROFESSOR
as follows: Employes of other roads,
studies for the ministry.
19,665,911
Billy Nolan, manager of Battling
miles: employes of the
newspaper
company, 54,919,353 miles;
AN UMPIRE Nelson, drinks nothing stronger than
advertising, s,234,846
Apollinaris water. "That's my limit
miles; public
says Nolan. "I have seen too many
officials, clerks, etc., 7,049.563 miles;
your
Klems,
rave
can
"You
about
un
persons.
10,170,516
good fellows lose their grip because
miles;
other
Johnstones, O'Days and Sherldans tbey boozed.
classified, 7,800 miles.
Drinking may do no
but I saw an arbitrator at work in a barm until it reaches
stage where
college game down in San Antonio one constantly cravesthatit. Then tbe
HOW TO PREVENT ACCIDENTS
last spring that beat anything that damage la done and a fellow's best
ever preceded or succeeded in the efforts go for naught. I never could
SOME IMPORTANT SUGGESTIONS umpire .line," remarked Charles
understand why so many prize fight
of Chicago.
ON THE OPERATION OF TRAINS.
ers
bit tbe booze game bo steadily."
The game was between two high
An Interested spectator at the ring
At a meeting of the Central Rail school teams. The rivalry was in side during a fight in New York the
road club at Buffalo, N. Y., last week. tense. They wanted me to serve as other night was Jake Kllraln, wbo
a paper on the cause and cure of rail umpire, but the principal of one of fought John L. Sullivan 75 rounds
road accidents was presentedby J. B. the schools objected, saying that I at Richburg. Miss.. July 8. 1889
Morford, assistant to the general man was a professional, and be didnl There has been a great improvement
ager of the Michigan Central rail want to run the risk of having any in boxing since the old days," said
road. Ita subject is of such serious of his boys lose their amateur stand Kllraln.
. importance
and Is from the pen of a ing through playing in a game I ran.
Jack Madden, said to be former ban
held tamwelgbt champion of the world. Is
"There was a long pow-worailway officer of such long experi
ence that it inspires a close analysis over who should umpire. Finally the In a fair way to go to the penitentiary
of tbe facts and the author's inter principal, who objected to me, said down in Texas. Madden and "Young
be would officiate. He excused him- Choynskl"
pretatlon of them.
(Jake Skldman)
were
to tbe matched to fight at Fort Worth, and
By way of suggesting means for the self long enough to hurry
prevention of accidents, Mr. Morford school house. When he. returned he had gone one round when tbe police
subdivides bis paper under several had a fat, square package sticking un-h- interfered. The men are' in jail, and
his arm.
heads, the more important of which
under the Texas law can be sent to
"He was so green on base ball that prison for five years, as prize fightare as follows:
They
to
stand.
he
where
know
didn't
(the
order,
middle
First Use tbe
lng is a penal offense in tbe Lone
were going to station him behind tbe Star state.
v
telegraph signal.) Connect it with
repeater, bo that when the telegraph bat. but they thought that would be Unless Wabash obeys the "Big
signal is turned-i- n.
it will write over too much of a shame, so they walked Nine" rule in regard to playing fresh
the wire to the dispatcher the word him out behind the pitcher. The men that college will be dropped by
'blocked,', and sign the operator's learned one all the time, carried the Indiana next season.. Wabash Is said
call. Then the dispatcher positively bundle about with him. When In po to be the, most flagrant offender
knows the signal Is out for holding sition to start the game be opened against the rule.
quire or
trains, and can give his order to the the parcel. It contained
Charlie Mitchell's decision to be
operator,
conductor and engineer,
come an American citizen with
Thig rule is given to prevent head-opermanent residence In New York
collisions.
raises tbe awful suspicion that be 1
summary
of
a
gives
also
The author
about to claim the heavyweight cham
the rules which have prevailed on the
pionship, too.
Michigan Central's Canada division
The only unmarried men on tbe
supe
twenty-threyears,
In
and
for
New York National team are Donltn
port o ftheir efficiency, offers a rec
Devlin and Gilbert, but tbe latter has
, ord of but two butting collisions and
bad experience; he is a widower,
during
that
no passengers
killed
Jesse Burkett has asked tbe Boston
period. These rules are:
Americana for his release, as be
of
movement
"All orders for the
wishes to blossom out as a magnate
at Worcester, Mass.
A FINE NIGHT CAP.
Young Teddy Roosevelt says be
would walk 100 miles to see a good
The Beat Thing In the World to go te
prize fight. What's the matter with
Bed and Sleep on.
paying car fare?
"My wife and I find that four tea
SHAKE IT OFF.
spoonfuls of Grape-Nut- s
and a cup of
hot milk or some cream with It
He Kept Careful Count.
Rid Yourself of Unnecessary Burden
in the
makes the finest night-caAn Albuquerque Citizen 8hows
world," says an Allegheny, Pa. two of foolscap. Rolling It out and
You How.
pressing it to its full length, he pulled
man.
"We eo to sleep as soon as we out a pencil.- - Sharpening It, he anDon't bear unnecessary burdens.
strike the bed, and slumber lige ba nounced to the pitcher, in a graveBurdens of a bad back are unneces
genbleg till rising time in the morning yard voice: 'I am ready young
sary.
"It is about three years now since tlemen; when you are ready you may
Gid rid of them.
food, and start.'
we began to use Grape-Nut- s
Doan's Kidney Pills cure bad backs
we always have It for breakfast and
"The first ball the .pitcher delivered
Cure lame, weak and aching backs
proThe
for cut the heart of
before retiring, and sometimes
Cure every form of kidney ills.
lunch. I was so sick from what tbe fessor said, 'One.' Then he Btopped.
Ixiu of local endorsement to prove
doctors called acute Indigestion and Raising his Tight knee, so as to make this.
s
Grape-Nuta desk for him, he put tbe foolscap
brain fag before I began to use
C. A. Hall, machinist in the round
that I could neither eat, sleep upon it and began to write. Then he bouse of the Santa Fe shops, residence
nor work with any comfort. I was said 'strike.' Hlg judgment on strikes 204 Atlantic avenue, says:
"I hav
afflicted at tbe same time with the and balls was just like Hank O'Day s had attacks of pain Just across that
most Intense pains, accompanied by when he's not had a good sleep the part of my back Immediately over
a racking headache and backache, ev- night before and the day is bright the kidneys, gome of which lasted an
ery time I tried to eat anything. Not- and clear.
entire week. When they occurred,
withstanding
"Never a kick did the pitchers or there was no let up to the aching, and
an unusual pressure
from my professional duties, , I was batters register. Tbe box men were naturally I was on the outlook for
compelled ,nr a time to give up my masters of the situation, just as they something to check the
trouble, if not
generally are in a school or college radically dispose of it. Tbe last medwork altogether.
"Then I put myself on a diet of game, and it wasn't until along about icine I tried was Doan's Kidney Pills,
Grape-Nut- s
man got to procured at tbe Alvarado pharmacy.
and cream alone, with an the fourth Inning that
occasional cup of Postuin Food Coffee firt.
To say
tbey are worth recom,
runner-up"He started to steal seeorul on the mending that
and sometimes a litu6 a
feebly expresses my opinion
tle dry toast. I assure you that in first ball pitched. The catcher made of them. They quickly removed the
less than a week I felt like a new man a perfect throw to the Bhort stop and tr uble."
ever I've seen at
I had gained six pounds in weight, it was as close a
For sale by all dealers. Price SO
the bag. Runner, fielder and ball got cents. Foster-Mtlburcould sleep well and think well.
Co., Buffalo,
"The good work went on and I was there in a bunch. The professor was N. Y., sole agenu for tbe United
oon ready to return to business, and ou top of the play. Triumphantly States.
have been hard at It, and enjoying It, lifting his rljfht hand above bis head,
Remember the name Doan's
and
vver bince. Command me at any he saU. 'Tie.'
take no other.
t4
"And lie was right. But his 'tie'
time any one inquires as to the merits of Uraps Nuts. You will find me didn't suit, for it didn't prove anyREPAIR SHOP.
always ready to testify." Name given thing. But It satisfied the professor.
l y Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Stoves repaired and set up; furnl
He said the mat isu't out, and then
again he is. He sent him back to ture set up and crated for shipment.
There's a reason.
Read tbe little b?ok "The Road to first and told him to try his run over Hear of Walton'i drug store.
Wellvtllc." 1n pltts.
i"ratn. Can you beat thai?"
L. H. SHOEMAKER.
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Eastern Addition, Highlands.

Present prices $125, $150,
feet, sixty-fostreets, sixteen-foot

175
ot

to $200 per lot. Lots 50x142
alleys.

n

1

,

n

p

the-plate-

Look out for a general advance in prices over the whole Ad

dition within sixty days.

SURETY INVESTMENT

COMPANY,

OWNERS.

0 SOUTH SECOND STREET.

400

PENITENTIARY

BIDS

REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF THE

Santa Fe, N. M., November 16. 1905.
Sealed proposals will be received by
the board of New Mexico penitentiary
commissioners at the office of the)
superintendent, until 10 o'clock s. m.,j
on Monday, November 27, 1905, fori
furnishing and delivering at the New!
Mexico penitentiary the supplies here-- !
lnafter mentioned, or so much thereof as the board may deem sufficient.
Payment for said supplies will be
made in cash. Delivery of all supplies except perishable articles must
be as directed by the superintendent.
Samples will be required of all articles marked with an asterisk, and
these should be labeled, showing tbe
name of bidder, price, etc., and must
be delivered to the superintendent not
later than 9 o'clock on said day.
All bids must be made strictly in accordance with the conditions on blank
proposals, which will be furnished by
the superintendent on application; no
bid otherwise made will be entertained. A bond will be required from
The merchant
named below will alt successful bidders for tbe faithful fulfillment of contracts within ten
give a beautiful Price sV Teepls Ma days after date of award:
50,000 lbs. flour.
hogany Piano, to the lodge, church,
5,000 lbs. beans.
1.000
lbs. oat flakes.
school, club or other organization of
1.000 lba. rice.
30
cases laundry soap.
Albuquerque that Is voted and elect
50 lbs. black pepper, whole.
ed the most popular. Tha contest la
500 lbs. K. C. baking powder,
cans.
now open, and closes on DeoembeMO,
6 cases California fruits, assorted.
6 cases canned corn.
1905.
The piano la on exhibition at
200 lbs. laundry starch, bulk.
500 lbs. sal soda, bulk.
the Globe store, where It may be seen
25 cases roasted coffee.
by all. One vote la glvefj free to ev4 barrels syrup.
100 lbs, baking soda, l's.
erybody, with every twenty-fiv- e
cent
2,500 lbs. lard compound, 50-- b. cans,
180 lbs. tea,
boxes.
cash sale, the only provision being
5 cases matches.
lye
concentrated
2 cases .Greenwich
that when you need the goods anyib. cans.
l
way, you trad with the merchants
1 gross scrub brushes.
1 gross brooms.
named below. A ballot box I placed
1,000 lbs. dried peas.
1 case corn starch, l's.
at J. H. O'RIelly A Ce's. drug stors,
2,000 lbs. dry salt bacon.
1,000 lbs. corn meal.
where all votes must be deposited. Be
S cases
Las Cruces tomatoes.
sure and get yeur voting tickets.
75 sacks granulated sugar.
1 case salmon, 48's.
i
60,000 lbs. fresh beef, prime quality,
List of Merchants Issuing Tickets.
necks and shanks excluded.
1 doz, pint bottles vanilla extract.
1 doz. pint bottles Vernon extract.
Bakery Pioneer Bakery.
300 lbs. red chile, ground.
of New Mexico peniten
The
Bicycles and Kodaks F. i. Hous tiary board
commissioners
reserves' tbe
ton.
right to reject any and all bids.
In submitting bids for above sun- Books and Stationary O. A. Mas- plies, bidders should write plainly on
"
son ft Oo.
"Bids for
envelope the following:
supplies for tbe New Mexico penitenCoal and Wood W. H. Haha.
tiary," with the name or names of
Confectionery C. P. SchuU.
bidder or bidders, to avoid tne openDentistry B. P. Copp, D. D. &
ing of same by mistake.
By order of the board of New MexCo,
Drugs J. H. O'RIelly ft
ico penitentiary commissioners.
H. O. BURSUM,
Dry Goods The Olobs Store.
Superintendent
Samples may be sent sepsrately
Dys Works Mcllroy ft DeLeon.
duly marked and numbered, to tbe su
Electric Supplies S. W. Electric A perlntendent.
Construction Co.

National Bank
First
at
Ter
Alfaaqoerqae, ia the
titory of New Mexico
at the close of business, November 9th, J905'

PEAM

RESOURCES.
81,316,334.18
Loans and Discounts
'.
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured
34,321,84
U. 8. Bonds to secure circulation
200,000.00
U. 8. Bonds to secure U. 8. Deposits
100,00000 .
9,000X0
Premiums on U. 8. Bonds
Bonds, securities, etc
87,322.60
Banking House, Furniture snd Fixtures....
38X00X0
Other real estate owned
,
25,000.00
Due from National
Banks (not .reserve

Free

agents)

185X55X0

Redemption fund with U. 8. Treasurer (5 per .
cent of circulation)
i. ,10X00X0
Total

,

Groceries The Jaffa Grocery Co.;
The Highland Grocery;
Tbs Broadway Grocery.
Hardware

Albuquerque

Hardware

Co.

Harness Thomas T. Keleher.
Hay and Grain Clarkvllls Produce
CO.

Ice Crystal Ice Co., both phones.
Jewelry H. E. Fox.
Laundry Imperial
Laundry
Oo,
back of postofQce.
Liquors Graham Bros.

Total

Win. Glaesnsr.

$3,130,784X1

Mexico, County of Bernalillo, ss:
Frank Me Kee, Cashier of the above-name- d
bank,.,
do solemnly swear that the sbovs statement Is true to
the a eat of my knowledge and belief.''
FRANK McKEE, Cashier.
Subscribed snd sworn to before ms this 14th dsy sf
November, 1905.
.SAM'L PICKARD, Notary Public
'
Correct Attest: - JOSHUA 8. RAYN0LD9,
M. W. FLOURNOY,
H. F. RAYNOLD8,
Directors.
I,

'

.

000000000-0s04kCHEAP RATES i

RAILROAD TIMETABLE

o

Phoenix, Arizona
Fair and Return

To

(In effect November 12, 1905.)
Eastbound.
No. 2, Atlantic Express, arrives 7:55
a. m., departs 8:30 a. m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives 11:69
p. in., departs Yi.m a. m.
No. 8, Chicago & Kansas City Express, arrives 6:45 p m-- , departs
7:45 p. m.
No. 10, Chicago Fast Mall, arrives
6:50 a. m., departs 7:30 a. m.
Westbound.
No. 1, California Express, arrives 7:30
p. in., departs 8:15 p, ru.
No. 3, California Limited, arrives
11:10 a. ni., departs 11:20 a. m.
No. 7, Mexico & California Express,
arrives 10:45 p. n., departs 11:59.
No. 9, Fast Mall, arrives 11:35 p. m.

Rate:

$23.80 for round

trip

Dates of sale, December 2, 3, 4, 6, 6 and 7, 1905.
Return limit, December 12, 190G.

THANKSGIVING

DAY

RATES:

to all points with 2t) miles on the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Ke railway. Date of huN- - November 29 and 30.
Final return limit, December 4, 11)03.
One fare to all points on Coast Linos where the one way rate Is $10
or less. Dates of sale November
and 3. Final return limit, December 1, 1905.
For particulars, call ou any agent of the Santa Fe.
W. J. BLACK, G. P. A., Topeka, Kan.
H. S. LUTZ, Agt, Albuquerque, H. M.
One fare and

r

one-thir-

d

MELINI & EAKIN,

Wholesali llquo: md

Cltr Dnttn

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone aad O. P. C. Whiskies. Most si
Cbandon Waits Seal Champagne. St. Louis A. B. C Bobeaataa aad
Jos. Senilis Milwaukee Bottled Beers, snd owners and distributor
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogs aad
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 Soata first
Street. Albuquerque, New Mexico.

a. m.
No. 10 makes all local stops

east of
Albuquerque.
Wall Paper and Paints Tbs Bes No. 1 runs direct to Los Angeles.
Hive, F. L. Pierce, 109 Weut Gold a ta- No. 7 runs direct to San Francisco.
No. 3 runs direct to Los Angeles and
bu e.
San Francisco.
All trajng daily.
Every Ounce You Eat.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.
Every ounce of food you oat that falls
to dlgent does a pound of barm. It
Nature Needs But Little.
turns the entire meal Into poison. This
not only deprives tbe blood of the nec- Nature needs only a Little Early Riser
essary tis8ubuildin& material, but it now and then to keep tbe bowels
poUons It. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure Is clean, the liver active, and tbe system
a perfect digestant. It dlKeats the food free from bile, headaches,
constlpa
regardless of tbe condition of tbe tlon, etc. The famous little pills
stomach. It allows that organ 40 reit "Karly Rlsefi" are 'pleasant In effect
and net strong again. Relieves tbe and perfection In action. They never
Belching, Heart Burn, Sour Stomach, gripe or sicken, but tone and strength
Indigestion, Palpitation of the Healtnt-- the liver and kidneys. Sold by all
druggists.
etc. Sold by all druggists.
Tailor

'

Tsrritory of New

Meats San Jose Market, 204 West
Railroad avenue.
Southbound-No- .
Optician Beblar Optical Oo.
12:15
9, Mexico Express, departs
Photographers
Tbe
p. m.
Studio.
Local freight train. No. 99, southbound, departs at 5 a. m., and carPlumbing Standard
Plum blag ft
ries passengers.
Heating Co.
Arrives From South.
No. 10, Mexico Express, arrives 6:50
Restaurant Zelgor's Restaurant.
Moon-Kelohe-

83,130,784X1

,

LIABILITIES.
Capital Stock Paid In
f 200,000X0
,
Surplus Fund.
50.000.00
Undivided Profits, less Expenses and Tsxes
Paid
48,195X8
National Bank Notes Outstanding
200X00XO
294,143X3
Dus to other National Banks
Dus to Stats Banks snd Bankers
91,680X7
Individual Deposits subject to check
1,171,202X1
Time Certificates of Deposit
946X602S
.'
Certified Checks
4X73X9
Csshler's Checks Outstanding
28X87X0
United 8tates Deposits
5M72XS
Deposits of U. 8. Disbursing Officers
37,768X3

.

D. Emmons.

84366-6- 3

847,888.72
1,132.18

Checks snd other Cash Items .
Notes of other National Banks
105375X0
Fractional Paper Currency, Nickels snd Cents
1,137.52
Lawful Money Reserve in Bank, viz:
Specie .....
8114,046.00
Legal-tende- r
notes
51,009.00

10-l-

Furniture J.

154,357.15

Due from 8tsts Banks and Bankers
Due from Approved Reserve Agents

0

OUICKEL

s

BOTHE,

Proprietors

c

0

BAR AND CLU D ROOMS

0

0

FINE RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION. Finest Whiskies, Imported
and Domestic Wines and Cognac. Tbs coolest and highest grad of
lager served. Finest and best Utn ported and Domestlo Cigars.

0

0

0
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or Selfishly Heartless

W. T. McCREIGHT

lhislnros Manager

President
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THE NEXT GOVERNOR

I

rui

The president Is opposed to a third term, whether
that term Is for himself or for his appointees. This he
'
It was, there-'- .
has demonstrated beyond a perad venture.
fare, no matter of surprise when The Citizen, yesterday
t afternoon, received by telegraph the information that
;'U. 3. Uagermnn had been
for the next governor
'
f New. Mexico.
years ot
Herbert J. Hagcrman will be thirty-fou- r
, nge the 15th of next month; and by those who know him
I tie la said to be
man of large ability, broad eulture,
extensive foreign travel, diplomatic experience and high
Ideals in civic righteousness and personal and political
morals. 'He is popalar and respected where liest known
Bud above all else is an enthusiast In the matter or
I developing
the resources of this sunshine land, having;
peraonal experience In stock raising, agriculture, fruit
raising and management of irrigation enterprises.
Krom the New Mexican The Citiren learns that Mr,
tlagerman was born in .Milwaukee, at the age of ten ac
companled his father on atrip to Europe, matriculated
'at Cornell university in lS'JO, was graduated in 1SSH, took
law course at the same university, wan admitted to
i the Colorado bar in 1896, In 1898 was appointed by Prest- ' Cent McKinley second secretary of the United States
embassy at St. Petersburg where he served for three
years and received the order of St. Anne from the czar,
. and in 19ul resigned and became a citizen of New

rig

iitKG

i

s:cnnce

everything

that

most

PRESENTS
Three N'jjhU, Commencing

Want
to Drop a
Hint

THURSDAY,
NOVEMBER
Magnificent

THE GREAT
women hold dear a loving husband, my precious chll
Special
Scenery
(iren, ana tho sacredness and protection of home.
I hop
CONSPIRACY
to get In return the applause of tho world, tho praise of and
Effects.
tlie critics and the envy of my contemporaries.
I wonHeart into; sling romance of Wall
der when time has made things clear If I shall find havc street
and New York life.
cnosen wisely."
Is an ordinal melodrama of Int
..i.
it. HKseu,i, nj. umcigo, has given up tense
doiM-jiwith beautiful stage
interest
her husband and two sweet little daughters in order to settings and a "'rong vein of comedy.
devote herself to art.
She says she loves her family, Illuminating ttw piece from beginning
nut sne oiitained a divorce that she may give all her time to end.
to musical composition.
She Is not a musician of abil
T
.
ity, but has written a few lullabys.
She is frankly selfish.
prefers
public applause to the humdrum of
She
home.
Without reference to tho woman's motives her Special
question may be asked again Hid she choose wisely Y Scenery.
'
A W
Of course the question would not be raised had she reneauuiui
mained single, but, having taken up (he work of u wife Coctumes.
WOMAN
and mother ought she to resign them for the sake of the Funnv
comedians and pretty girls. One
call within her?
Decidedly, no.
1

u

22, 1905.

.

FRIDAY.
NOVEMBER

if.

li

About the boy's clothing question,
me ooy who Is clothed hers wi
wear better clothes and he'U wear
them longer than he will If his
parents are not particular about
where they buy.

i

""'
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Samuels' Attractions

Ceo.

Was She Feeble Minded

Published Dnily and Weekly

EVENING CITIZEN.

S3

2 piece Suits, from

.. $3.00

to $6.00
t

.

piece Suits, from. .$4.50 to $7.50
Blouse Suits, from ..$4.50 to $6.50
Boys Overcoats, f rom .. $3.50 to $9.00

3

lit

I
never deal In trash. It's nothHer first duty Is to her family. That done, (he call laughable situation follows another,
ing short of wasting money to buy
nd each stroke of wit becomes wit
to a wider field may be heeded, but not before!
Good
poor, cheap clothes for a boy,
wives and mothers are Reeded more than artists, how- tier.
Is always successful because
the
ever great may be the ministry of art.
In fact, the company is kept up to the highest
truest art is the expression of what is deepest and best standard of excellence.
In the artist, and in this expression alone Is
the highest
AT.
Joy,
The noblest and best in woman is to be found in SATURDAY,
4 u
her w ifehood and motherhood.
Over and above this may NOVEMBER
The Clothier and Furnisher.
be other expression and other Joy, but this is first.
Mexico.
So
That
Funny
When (lovernor Otero was shown the dispatch an that, measured by her own need no less than that of soTHE
American
.
Bouncing the president's selection, he said to the repre ciety's, Mrs. Wassell has done the wrong thing.
The Farce Comedy
handclapplng
of
the
and
critics
the envy of her fellows, for American
sentative of the New Mexican:
MAN FROM
"I suppose your correspondent is reliable; as soon as should these hopes mature, will not satisfy her natural People.
longings.
Fame cannot fill an enipllness of arms aud As produced in
the report Is confirmed I shall congratulate Mr. ilager-niaMEXICO
Uke the base Indian, this woman has thrown New York city.
I have nothing to say in the matter except that 1 heart.
away
pearl
a
A
than
laugh
richer
a second. It is a refresh
all her tribe:
It is to be hoped
have a very high regard for Mr. Hagerman, whom I have
she may realize her mistake while yet there is time to ing and gratifying departure from the
known for several years, and who, In my opinion. Is
v
stereotyped
style of
and time-worfine young man of ability, education and of the highest mend it.
carry
farce
comedies. We positively
I- - standing
in the community.
When relieved from duty
a complete scenic production.
aa governor oi mis Territory, i snail, wltnout regret ana
0XXXOOOCKXKXXXXXXXXXXC0
Seats on sale at Matron's Wednes
with the kindliest feelings, retire to private life, feeling
day, November 22, at 9 o'clock.
that I have done my duty to the best of iuv' ubiflly. and
Prices 50c, 75c and $1.
have always acted, as far as man can, for the best inter- '
eats and the good name of our people."
; The Citizen thinks it has ample ground
for congrat
ulating the president upon the wisdom of his choice, Mr.
0000CXXOOCK0XX0XX0XXCKXX
Hagerman upon the opening before him of a field of laud
ONE NIGHT ONLY
able ambition and vast usefulness, and the people of New
A new crisis as they say In diplomatic circles has
j M 0 N 0 A Y,
Mexico upon the prospect of an upright, able and useful arisen in Europe.
A little cablegram
of thirty-nin- e
executive.
words on last Wednesday tells something or a story which NOVEMBER
undoubtedly fills volumes in the foreign offices of the old
There are several matters which President Roosevelt tuuuiry.,, An ultimatum was sent to Turkey and "the
Upon all of them International fleet is expected to concentrate at Piraeus
will bring before congress this winter.
Minstrel
Comedy
0
he will find his party divided, but on only one of them on or about tomorrow to enforce the promised Interna
4
are the people of the country against him. That is the tional control of
the finances in Macedonia."
'
lowering of the wall of exclusion against Chinese imnii
Pretty
familiar
sounds are the words Macedonia and
gratlon.
measure
.
This
is. proposed by the manufactqr
THE SQUARE MUSIC DEALERS.
luraey, nut this time the situation looks serious. There
log Interests of the country, which want access to Chi
.206 .WEST GOLD AVENUE.
neee markets, from which there is threatened exclusion are possibilities' of marching armies in southeastern
unless our exclusion regulations are ameliorated.
But Europe, of a fine fleet sailing up to Constantinople,
of the THE MERRY MINSTREL
the country at large Is almost solidly opposed to the
extinction of fanatical Abdul Hamid as a figure in Europe
Supported by
proposal.
ZXXXXZZXZTZXZZ XXXXXXXXXXX X
and even of a great clash between the great Christian
,
The measures on which the president will find
All-St- ar
Specialty Co. g LONDON CLUB LIVERY AND
Last winter, when Turkey The
divided party and a strong political opposition will be a nations of the old world.
FOR CHRISTMAS COOKING.
I
'
reform of the tariff, either with or without reciprocity, railed to put an end to the bloody disorders In Macedonia
ED STABLE a
h
Including
powers
the.
Jointly ordered the sublime porte to enforce Grade & Reynolds, Madeline Rowe,
government control of railway rates; the extension of a
The finest flour is an absolute
3 Corner Second and Marquette.
essential, especially for cakes
modified civil service to presidential postmasters; the certain reforms fa the disturbed country.
Turkey, as
Alex. DonaJdson.
Lydell & Butter-wortand pastry.
legislation necessary to an early completion of the Pana usual, promised but procrastinated.
The "Empress-bran- d
The foreign offices
Frank Adams, The Rehns,
i8 a flour that never yet
Avery J. Post and a company of
ma canal; the protection of the people against the en sent notes, corresponded, consulted and finally decided
has been surpassed in any parcroachments of the trusts, and many other matters ot on a joint naval demonstration in the eastern Mediter
PRETTY GIRLS A'SD
ticular. Its flavor Is fine and
ranean to frighten the sultan into activity.
, more or less general interest, among them probably being
The result
delicate, It has fine body, and
toe admission of two new states Oklahoma and Arizona, of this agreement was the ultimatum published Wodnea
full of those nutritious quali'
day,
It
and
is
presumed
The strenuous president will have a strenuous time,
that the fleet of nations ia now
ties so desirable in a family
An Austrian admiral will be the commander
flour,.
anld certainly those who shall oppose the mesaures wiilA forming.
i
C GRANNIS, Prop.
New
Music,
Beautiful
Wardrobes,
of the allied squadrons; and this selection is significant
Auto Phone, 311. Colo., 300 Red.
I he proposes, will find themselves very deep in extra hot
Day and Night Hack.
of a purpose to really do something, becuuse on former Burlesque, Vaudeville.
water.
Albuquerque,
Mexico.
New
aemoustrations of this character there has been merely PRICES, 50c, 75c,
114 West Copper Avenue.
'
It is not too early to talk about early shopping. it
between naval commanders.
Reserved seats on sale at Matson's xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Wholesale Agent
,', j a common practice to beg people to shop early In order
There is added significance in the fact that Austria book store.
JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS STAGE LINE
j. to save wear and tear on clerks, especially women clerks.
Russia being Impotent at this Juncture, has been formHue
o,
That is all right and humane and kind. But the main u army in ner soutneastern provinces of Bosnia and
I',')
What two words mean most Carries tho United , States mall;
noint
erest.
- is one of self-in- f
.. J nf tK,. unmia
-Kine-tunt- " .. and Herzgovlua bo that In the event of a failure of the
only line with a change of stock en
purposes
naval
want
or
holiday
demonstration
will
are
in
be
she
now.
able
to
i:.rou:,
a
the
Bend
lare
kodw
stores
f,.
to your grocer? and what do route; good rigs, horses and drivers;
' "Yoiif can find everything your heart could desire or your of troopB across the frontier into Turkish Macedonia to
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday,
'
.
. .
J
means cover, on counters and shelves.
mean?
lu "mem
Wednesday and Friday at 5 a. m. For
You can find '"""
oi ner colleagues.
Strong as all this
competent clerks who are not too busy to devote time to seems, mere is a ray of hope for the sultan in thfe un
particulars, address W. L. Trimble &
tj jrOii,
j
You can shop quietly and calmly, which', is good fortunate fact that the allied nations are bv no means
Schillings Best; and they Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J
,
B. BLOCK, Proprietor, Perea, N. M.
for tn nerves.
There Is another item.
it is often one oa the details of the reforms to be imposed on the
easier to purchase $5 worth of holiday goods each week porte. Germany, probably with a political ace an his mean a good deal of business
...
sleeve, baa held aloef from th
WHEN YOU WANT MILL WORK
without any trouble.
(l "for four weeks than it is to save the money for a $20
DONE, GO TO THE ALBUQUERQUE
splurge In a single shopping trip. Good advice is wasted take no Dart in the naval demnnm ntlnn
r, .,.,
FURNITURE,
STOVES, RANGES,
PLANING MILL.
France, Italy, Russia and Austria will be represented In
, ,on some folks, but there are enough people who desire
IRON. BEDS, BEDDING,
WINDOW
SHADES,
ne
neet, but the last two countries are not In accord with
to avoid shopping trials, and who are grateful when
,,.
ART SQUARES,
CAMPING OUTFITS,
their memories are jogged, to make it worth while to he first three as to future plans and will nrobablv hp
print this editorial.
iouuci unea up witn Germany when the finality arrives in
Goods,
j urivey anu .vityeaonia.
!
.
The readers of The Citizen were informed last
evening of two very important items of news the selee- ANTONIO ARMIJO 4. CO.
tion of Now Mexico's next governor, and the application
117 Gold Avenue,
f successful performance of duty to the tenure of presi-- .
Mexico
o
Gent's
Furnishing Goods Now Arriving
dential postmasters.
As far as the Aftermath Is concerned, the people of Albuquerque are still ignorant of
-. .
......
.
. . .
. . ..
Cnj.i.l gaici
these very Important matters; but no doubt the puper
every
out. izi n. inira Street.
oaiuraay. auio .i
which always looks backward will be able to get around
to these things, among many others, in the course of the
'
DINNER WARE SALE
next few days or weeks.
However, while not having
Away down towards the far eud of the procession
frf-iIn our Dinner Glassware department.
Wen th. people the information mentioned, the Afteris a yellow face with almoud eyes and a strange
there
Now
is the accepted time. Our asmath must be congratulated on the long if not able arti- gutteral accent
which marks the savage.
sortments are at flood tide more comThat is China
cle sent to it by its ' special" Washington correspondent trying to
plete
the step of progress, to be a nation among
than ever before.
oa the danger of eating loco weed. That correspondent nations, acatch
man amoug men. Out of the darkness of the
CUT PRICES FOR THANKSGIV.
'
certainly had an admirable conception of the fitness of ages China
ING SALE.
preparing for a constitution and to allow
things when it sent an article on loco to the morning the millions iswho
56 PIECE DINNER SETS, REDUCED.
REGULAR MEALS, 23 CENTS.
have been slaves for more years than
paper.
$13 Pink Rose Pattern, now. . . .$10.00
history reckons to drop their servile ways, abandon many
Service a la carte, Day and Night Private dining rooms.
$14.75 l.iRht Blued coloring,
of their superstitions and taste freedom.
OYSTERS RECEIVED DAILY. FISH, LOBSTERS AND GAME IN
Sir Alfred Hurinswortb. better known at home as
now
$11.00
It Is a fine picture,
seems
like
the dawn of the
ft
$K American Beauty Pattern. ..
.Sir Halfred 'Armsworth, has just bought another London millcnium,
SEASON.
.$6.50
to
but
the student of history It is too good
$7.50
College
newspaper, says the Cleveland I'lain.lealor.
,
Dinner Set, 42
Vnder Savoy Hotel, opposite Passenger Hotel.
It is his to be true.
The
Chinese
a
are
race
humanaccursed
of
pieces,
Kold
, thirty-firdecoration
purpchase along this line.
$475
Think of that! ity.
C. E. SUNTAGG, Proprietor.
Kvery hand is against them.
lu some countries
GLASSES.
newspapers all your own:
i Thirty-on- e
Thirty-on- e
aews-- ( they are scarcely credited with being
Best
ever
per
offered,
beings,
doz
human
and
40
papers lying on your front porch fur you to take 'em in
have been hunted for sport.
TEA POT SPECIAL8.
They have been classed
Thirty-on- e
and read 'era!
newspapers being cried about as vermin and
A
5iic
line
for
the yellow peril is the fear of nations.
35c
the streets by thirty-on- e
A :!5e line for
hundred newsboys!
Seems a Not long since, In New Zealand Uonel Terry, a noted
25c
trifle overpowering, doesu't it?
A
Hut maybo Sir Halfred Englishman, shot Kum Young,
line
for
20c
a feeble old Chinaman,
doesn't let It worry him. Maybe he can go right ahead dead on the street. It was
PARLOR LAMP SPECIALS.
Ask to tee our new line of art ware
done as ono would snuff the
h Klk decoration
A
accumulating them, and adding to his pile, and looking life out of a rat,
$4.50 and fine silverware, carving sets etc
Mr. Terry publicly auuounced that
and
A
'
$a
line for
out anxiously for more. It's1 his fad and there might he took a human life to arouse
$4.00
public interest in the yelt be worise ones.
low peril and the menace of the Chinese.
, The second hand fiddle of the Albuquerque Aftei iii.ilii try isWe of America know that almost to a mau our counWe have a keen ear for human sufsays that The Citizen clipped from that paper one of Us fering
and woe, but when a train load of Celestials are
specials About the Enterprise bank failure; but that could crushed to
309
GOLD AVK. PRICES IN PLAIN FIGURES
not be, for an Associated Press dispatch, published cently, the death in a railroad accident, as happened reless than it would if the car had
simultaneously in all the papers upon that circuit and been loaded world careshogs.
with fat
China may work great
the- Associated PreHs sends out no others cannot be
at homo.
The lot of hir inhabitants may
called a special in any sense of that term, and In so call- improve.
Uut outside of the boundary .until the world
ing U, the Aftermath's second hand fiddle Is plalply at- changes
and Machine Works 0
aud China changes, the baud of humanity will
tempting to deceive the uninformed.
The New Mexican reamin against her itnd she will be maJe to
o
. P. HALL, Proprietor
feel that sho
agaiu came to hand last night in time for the Aftermath Is an outcast.
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; BhafUnm 0
to make up its usual supply of articles taken from that
BbbU MeU': C,lumn
Dd Uo
onts foV
Build'Jn
paper and libeled as well t labeled by tiie fictitious
Granite Blocks.
name of specials.
0
mipmlrm on Mining mnd mill Machinery a Specialty
The I'traniie Hlock company, composed of M. V.
Foundry
east
side
of
railroad
track.
Stevens and associates, of this place, has Just finished
Albuq.aerq.ne. N. M.
In New Mexieu the gold production ot iai-- t year was
the election or a new furnace ami building on .a Plata
$31(1,930, an Increase of $112, 307 over r.m !, which I de- -'
und are busily unpaged j turning out the new
rived largely from tho Hudedale district, in Socorro coun- stivn
bu.ldiiiK mau i i;i which pmniis.i
become quite poputy, and the Hillsboro district, lu Sierra county.
Small lar with builder here.
decreases are reported from other counties
The placeis
Th. y are ai present iiirtkinj. blocks for the Hew house
yielded $149,424. A small Increase, mostly Iron, Socorr,, to
be built by .Mrs. 1. M. J.irvia on ArriiiKlon avenue, and
county, Is noted in the unimportant silver production.
after Hint they will construct a building for a meat marOF ALL KINDS
ket 1)U .Main street for W'illel Uiown.
They have Just
There is a better feeling in the public schools of this recently
finished a lurKe two story mission building for
Kastiuan Kodaks and PhtKraphic Supplies
iiulry than there used to lie, but there Is Mill room for Mrs. i:idie.ijrt.
the San Juan.
Their work and
improvement.
Hne stationery. Huyler s & Iwney'g Candles
There 1b an enormous proportion of bo8 material presents an excellent appearance
and resists
the girls are almost free from it who think U Muart wind uud
We do Printing andDe velopl n(s for Amateurs
weather better than other inattulaia which have
to cheat their teachers.
The only
Exclusive agent
They will do anything except been used here.
product Is gaining in favor and
Their
city market
honest work, and it U regarded as an evidence of shrewd-ues- s no iioulu there will
8elihlpt Oysters
be many l.tilldir.cq erected of "rnntt
In ths southwest
A. MATSON & COMPANY
among them to evade the Issue by lyiii mid acting
blocks when the people, become more f.imllinr with them.
deceit. Katun Range.
BARNETT
BUILDING
Kariiiinpioii Knterpiise.
205 WEST RAILROAD AVE.
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'Cloud on the Horizon
of European Peace
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A BUSY WINTER
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Call at Our New Salesroom

ELKS' THEATRE
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Farce

LEARNARD & L1NDEMANN

Raymond Teal
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Installment Plan
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BORRADA1LE & CO
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A Country the People

of WHicH are Outcasts
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WHERE TO DUSTK WELL

Santa Fe Restaurant

THANKSGIVING
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Two Thousand Pounds

The RlcBrain

e.

Furniture Co.,

Turkeys

AlbuquerqfomTdry

Ducks
Chickens

a--

For

-

Thanksgiving. Leave

your orders now and you
will get first choice.

School Books and Supplies

PRICE GUARANTEED
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CLAUDE DOANE'S CASE
IS

ALBUQUERQUE EVENING CITIZEN.
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CONTINUED

In congress, Bernard & Rodey. These
two aentlemen took ad active part In

the composition and ef actment of the
reclamation art, which, was one of the
most important bills ra.sed ly the

FRANK

THE

ROSSI CfARGED
WITH DEADLY

MARKETS

ASSAULT

WEDDING BALL AT JONES' HALL
congress.
STOU - MONEY
METAL
00l
DRUNKEN
IN A
RESULTED
Mr. Shafroth, who represented Colorado In congress for more than
BRAWL.
District twenty years. Is the man who created
County
McKinlcy
quotations received iy T. J.
sensation on the floor of the nous Closing
As the result of a disturbance which
n
Craf & Co., correspondent for
at the last session by declaring that
Court Was of Short
took place In C. C Jones! hall near
& Bryan, Barnett building.
he would resign his seat If the report
the Santa Fe shops on Monday night.
ed lxigus ballots found in the ballot Amalgamated Copper
"Duration.
87'4 'rank Rossi, an employe of the Al- boxes which elected him, were tounn Ameilcan Sugar
Foundry and toacium- 143'4 biiqiieniuo
An Atchison, common
to lie In the same handwriting.
works, residing at 20 St. John street.
85H
Xpert sent to Denver from Washing Atchison, pfd
RETURN HOME
103'A!'as arretted charged with assault
COURT OFFICIALS
ton declared that there were many Baltimore & Ohio
112V, with intent to kill. The warrant on
ballots In the boxes that were In the Brooklyn Rapid Transit
9u'4 which HoshI was arrested was sworn
handwriting.
same
''y .laeolio Gomez, an employe of
17314
Canadian Pacific
Joilge Ira A. Abbott and District AtMr. Shafroth was a good friend to Colorado Fuel & Iron
4:,ithe shops.
beeu New Mexico in Its fight for state
torney F. W. Clancy, who tiave
A dance, celebrating the wedding of
2
Colorado Southern, common
holding court at Gallup, are expected hood.
couple of natives, was given at the
Chicago. Great Western, com... 21 Vi
home tills anernoon on delayed train
"3'k Jones hall on Monday evening, which
C. & O
No. 2. District Clerk V. E. Dame and OPERATORS OF SOFT COAL
apparently terminated in a
49
common
MINES ARE TO FEDERATE Erie,
the Albuquerque attorneys attending
right, as several of the participants
"1
A well af- - Brie! first
returned
court
111., Nov. 22.
county
Chicago,
McKlnley
the
ir.2'4 bear evidence to that effect. Rossi
Louisville & Nashville
coal
The
session
of
soft
owners
of
niKht.
meeting
taut
tended
city
to the
101V Is alleged to have assaulted Gomez minim will be opened here today, Missouri Pacific
was a very short one.
Me will be given a pre115Vi with an axe.
,
Metropolitan
purpose
of
which
Doane,
the
for
was
called
which
of
Claude
The trial
liiuinary hearing in Judge Crawford's
24
Central
Mexican
op
case
of
Important
federation
a
national
forming
most
the
probably
was
court at 9 o'clock tomorrow morning.
loll1
New York Central
on the criminal docket, was contin- erators of soft coal mines.
RfiH
Norfolk
court
term
of
December
the
ued until
Reading, common
140'4
Don't forget the supper that will be
Julius WELL DRILLER AT
at the request of Attorneyto defend
140fc given by the ladies of St. John's Guild
t Pennsylvania
appointed
was
who
Staab,
2n
Rock Island, common
at their hall, near the Episcopal
WORK ON THE MESA Rock
him. Doane is charged with the mur72
pfd
Island,
church, Thursday, November 23, comHamah,
near
Lyons,
Walter
der of
Rep. Iron ft Steel, common .... 281
mencing at 5:30 p. m. Thirty-fivMcKinley county, and several other
Rep. Iron ft Steel, pfd
each.
cents
for
1he
rustler
Is
who
T!?e
stealing.
M.
Stamm.
P.
including
horse
crimes,
'. .
fi9'4
Southern Pacific
MENU.
killing of Lyons occurred early last the Terrace Improvement company,
178
St.
Paul
In
Turkey.
spring. Readers of The Citizen will reports much progress being made
With Dressing.
Roaat
35'
Railway
Southern
Sausage.
remember that the body was found in the well drilling on tht mesa. or
Pork
108
&
Coal
Tennessee
Iron
citi
On Sunday a large number
Mashed Potatoes.
some bushes In an out of the way
Cranberry Sauce.
83
Texas Pacific
Celery.
place In the mountains. Doane was zens Visited tne wums ui
Peas.
Green
Pickles.
134
common
Union
Pacific,
Home Baked Bread Butter.
suspected of the crime because Lyons and although the l.lg.well driller was
38
by U. S. S., common
law
Sunday
violating
the
comnot
In
bis
Coffee.
seen
Mince Pie.
alive while
was last
103
drilling Into the earth, it was evineni U. S. 8., pfd
pany.
V4
21
common
Wabash,
to the. visitors that tne (inner wui Wabash, pfd
41
do its duty In drilling ror water wnenEMPLOYES WILL GET
tt., am is turned on. Mr. Stamm ox- Wisconsin Central, common ... 29
92
strike a fine now or Western Union
THANKSGIVING TURKEY hni. tr
26
within 20rt feet, and The Citl Greene Copper . .
atr
53 Vi
hnnp. his exnectattons will be O. ft W., common
o
-Wednesday,
"The Wells, Fargo Express company fully realized.
Quotation.
Stocks
la now making arrangements for its
New York, Nov. 22. Follow ing were
annual gift of a turkey to every em- - BERGERE SAYS HAGERMAN
closfhg prices on the exchange, on November...
olove of the company, married or sin
WILL BE NEXT GOVERNOR stocks named below:
gle, In the service of the company for
Atchison, common
8o4
six months, for Thanksgiving dinner,"
103Vi
Atchison, pfd
TUB STIRRING DRAMA,
said Agent Hatcher, of the local ofllce,
.
150
a M Tlereere. clerk of th.e United New York Central
and to verify his statement, produced simps court,
In the Pennsylvania
night
140
soent
last
a letter from the division superinien
nome at bu
69V4
Southern Pacific
citv- and
dent at Denver.
... returned to his
r Dcim-i,1......... u 1 V a Union Pacific, common
134
ur.
The list of employes at this station, ta Fe mis morning.
96
little doubt In his mind Union Pacific, pfd
numbering about fifteen, will be sent that there h is announcement
87 lA
made ex Copper
hn that
to the division superintendent, and a clusively
88
in The Citizen yesterday that IT. S. S., common . . .
big fat tifrkey, properly labeled, to
103
U. 8. S., pfd
had announcen ins
each employe, will come along tne aay the president
of appointing Herbert J.
before1 Thanksgiving.
Kansas City Live Stock.
of the Pecos valley, governflr
It is understood that 600 turkeys
Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 22. Cattle
Mr. Bergere said mat u
will be given away to employes in the was true.
also true that the United States Receipts, 11,000; including 600 south
Auspices of Mineral Ixidge
Colorado and New Mexico division was
marshalship had been offered to Chas. erns: market steady to strong; naitve
No. 4, Knights of Pythias.
while a car load of Thanksgiving birda t..
steers, $3.50 6; southern steers, 12.40
ana
county,
mat
nf
Ttaliard
Chaves
for employes in the southern Call Mr. Ballard had declined the appoint
ff?4: southern cows, $1.75fff3; native
fornia and Arizona division will pass
cows and heirers, fi.75W4.85; siock-er- s Under direction of Prof. J. H. Crum.
through here several days before that ment.
and feeders, $2.404.25: bulls,
day.
23.75; calves, 2.256; western THRILLING SITUATIONS.
Mf. Hatcher informs The Citizen
steers, $2.754.50; western cows, 2
MORE NEW MEXICO LANDS
ELEGANT C08TUMES.
messengers
and
that twenty-nin- e
3.25.
WITHDRAWN FROM ENTRY.
STARTLING CLIMAXES.
helpers run In and out of this station
Sheep Receipts. 5,000; market 5c
but these employes will get their tur
4.z&&5bt);
muttons,
higher;
10c
to
secretary
interior
the
of
The
keys at some other point.
range wethers. MAGNIFICENT SCENIC EFFECTS.
lambs. $5.256.20;
IT
the withdrawal for for- This custom of giving each employe T ordered
fed ewes, $3.2504.85.
4.405.5O;
174,720 acres
purposes
of
estry
a turkey at Thanksgiving dates back
General Admission
.....50c I
nf nubile land lying in the Rob
present
r
as
of
most
the
Live
about
Chicago
Stock.
75c
Seats
Reserved
and $1
New
in
office
district
employes can remember, it was in s' well land
Chicago. Nov. 22. Cattle Receipts,
W. J. Gardner, of the
Mexico.
higher;
vogue at least twenty years ago.
10c
to
22,000;
steady
Reserved seats at Matson'a Monday,
forest service, has lust returned e beeves, market
$3.156.50; cows and heifers, November
27.
tn Washinm from several
$2
feeders,
stockers and
THE SAMUELS WILL
x months' work in the field devoted '( $1.154.50;
$3
westerns,
4.25;
Texans,
$35.10;
e to the study and inspection of the
5.20.
BE HERE TOMORROW x reforestation projects In several
was
Receipts,
4,000;
Sheep
forest reserves. He visited the e steady; lambs, $4.507.10. market
where
Utah,
reserve
in
0. W. Strong's Sons
Lake
The Samuels attractions are her' f Salt nursery Is being staonsnea,
""
'Provisions.
again for three nights, November' 23, T the
Gunnison reserve in ColSTRONG BLOCK.'
Chicago, Nov. 22. Closing prices:
three new 'f and the which
24 and 25. presenting
were selected for
,it.
Wheat Dec, 87V4c; May, 86c.
plays that are quit up to the stand s' orado,
plans.
planting
of
nreDaratlon
the
May, 43c.
Corn
Dec,
43c;
ard of their former offerings. To
and the Pike's Peak reserve In
Oats Dec, 29c; May, 32Ms".
those who saw this company before,
Colorado, where the. planting
Pork Jan., $12.67; Mav. $12.7714-Larwe need make no promises, but to
up.
tnken
also
was
problem
slip
Jan.. $6.85; May, $6.97 vi.
those who let the opportunity
Ribs Jan., $6.52; May, $6.72.
by, we will say that nothing like them
was ever seen in this part of the
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
Superintendents
Falrview
and
Wool.
"The Great Concoujitry before.
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.. .
St. Louis, Mo., Nov. 22. Wool marspiracy" and "A Wise Woman,
the Regular meeting of the Elks tonight
ket steady and unchanged.
new plays, are, If possible more atMONUMENTS.
A. W. Cleland arrived from Denver
tractive than the first, and are well todav
his
look
after
to
flyer
on
the
Copper.
Lead
and
your
from
the
Interest
hold
to
able
N. Second St. Both Phones.
Interests.
York, Nov. 22. Lead 6.50.
New
rise until the fall of the curtain. The Albuquerque
arrived
Angeles,
of
Los
D.
Grant,
G.
adCopper
portrays
play
$16.00.
the
first mentioned
nyer.
ventures of a young farmer In Ohio in the city tins afternoon on tne
who has found oil on his land. A Mr. Grant came ironi the east.
C. G. Gonzales, a prominent young
New York oil magnate hears of it and
hires an accomplice to defrand the mprrhnnt an d stock raiser of Ixis Cor
Two Big Enameled Ware Specials-Satur- day.
Only
young farmer. The hero ups and rales, was, in the city today, and call
downs aro shown with kaleidoscopic ert at The Citizea office. He Informed
Triple
White
Outside,
Blue
Enameled
White
Lined
Coated,
and
A
effects, and only at the last does the this office that there Is more water in
Dish Pan, Ilk cut.
Water Pail or
vnunv man eet Justice, and all ends as the river at present than fon several
year;
secthat
of
the
Woman,"
years,
the
time
this
at
It should. "A Wise
ond offerinir. Is redolent with bright his section of Sandoval county has
ON
0
dialogue anH humorous situations. Do been visited by several big rains of
not forget the. date November 23,24 late, and that in consequence there 18
plenty of fine grass and stock in good
and 25 condition.
Yesterday afternoon Fairfield Syl
ENGINEER WANDS DIES SUDDENVista, Colo., was
vesier. of Monte
IN ABO CANYON taken to St. Joseph's hospital, suffer
LY
ing with typhoid fever. The patient
in
is
a member of the sheep purchasing
IN
SLIGHT STRAIN IN GROIN,
who
Bros.,
have
Sylvester
firm
of
RESTEPPING FROM ENGINE,
ON
been here the past few days and who
SULTS IN HIS DEATH.
received at the local stock' yards yesday before, about
, terday and the
Charles A. Wands, a locomotive en-- 40.000 lambs from Garcia Bros. The
giueer in the employ of the Lantry-- ' latter purchased the lambs some time
Sharp Construction company, died ago from Flagstaff sheep raisers. The
118-- 1
suddenly at hospital camp No. 1. in lambs are being dipped, in accordance
Abo canyon, on last Sunday, age 58 with the Inspector's
advice, at the
years. The remains were interred at stock yards, and as soon as cars are
Helen yesterday by Undertaker Frank provided, will be shipped to Monte
Strong, of l). W. hirongs sons,
vista, and thence, to western and
this city. Mr. Wrong returned 10 iuo Pa(itern packers
morning.
city this
The real cause of Wands' death was
LADIES' TAILORING
apoplexy, but the primary cause was
stepby
caused
groin
tn
a si rain
the
ping from his' engine last week. He
New Aruiljo, room 2G, over Ilfeld's
and Friends
went to the 'Hospital Immediately af- store, after December 1. Opera coats,
was
received,
and
was
injury
ter the
riding habits, walking skirts, shirt
considered to be getting along very waists, tailored gowns, etc. Also fanWe have entered into a contract with Mr. George W.
he
extent
an
that
such
even
to
well,
cy gowns and waists. Pressing, cleanagreeing to sell to blnr our Jewelry Business, InHickox,
was
He
bed.
by
his
leave
was able to
All work done
ing, remodeling.
cluding
stock, fixtures, and good wi:i, January 1, 1906.
Cross,
walking through the door of the hos-pit- experienced tailors.
Madam
tent on Sunday, when he fell preHent address, 911 North Second
strong
feature of our agreement with Mr. Hlckox Is
One
A brother of he deceased re- street.
dead.
Phone 724.
promise
we
to reduce our very large and complete
that
Mo.
City.
sides in Kansas
$5,000
stock to the lowest possible point before that date and
To luan on city property.
AND FUNERALS
with this end in view, we will begin, Saturday, November
DEATH
F. H. KENT.
4, a SPECIAL CLOSING
OUT SALE to continue until
Rubber shoes, boots and Arctics, in
December 31, at which time we positively retire from the
William Durau, an old soldier who all blzes for men, women and chil
has resided In Albuquerque since the dren, at C. May's shoe sfre, 314
Jewelry Business, having arranged to go into the manearly 'Su'g, died at I'ujarito yesterday Railroad avenue.
ufacturing lumber business In British Columbia.
illness.
lingering
ot old age, after a
The remains will be buried at Pajar-it- o
Our businets in Albuquerque has increased steadily
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
tomorrow.
by year, and grateful for this, we propose for the
year
Murphy
The remains of John F.
cemetwo
months, to cut out the big end of our profits
next
FOR SALE A saddle pony. Enquire
were burled at Santa Barbara
tery this morning, the funeral taking
of J. W. McQuade, 234 North Walter
give you such a genuine bargain sale of really
to
and
street.
plase from the Immaculate Conception,
line. High flrade Goods, as baa never been offered In
church. The deceased was the man
of
foot
our city.
who was found dead at the
ALBUQUERQUE DANCING
the stairs of the Green hotel last FriWe invite you to make your selections now and avoid
ACADEMY.
day morningCol- Open
nights
Saturday
at
rush of the December trade. We have ample vault-roothe
Undertaker A .Borders has received
'
omho hall. Instructions from 8
word from the son of J. L. Calvert,
and will gladly lay aside the goods you select, until
to 9 o'clock, tjoclal dancing V
the deceased carpenter and cabinet
you are ready for them.
9
12
o'clock.
to
from
maker, but nothing definite has been
We have been in the Jewelry Business 26 years, and
decided as to what disposition will be
mado of the body.
never yet advertised a fake sale. In this sale we
have
CONTRACTORS,
ATTENTION.
in Diamonds and Fine
will offer you rare bargains
Proposals, or bids for the construcRODEY ENJOYS VISIT
Watches. Every ea will be backed by my personal
a
business
brick
tion
of
FROM JOHN F. SHAFROTH building, with cellar,
stone foundaassured.
guarantee.- Mail orders solicited and
tion, of 50x8o feet, are solicited. Bids
December 5,
Hon. John F. Shafroth left for his will be received until
V,.,mio ui
Denver last night, after 1905. at 10 a. m., the architect re- transacting business In the city with serving the right to reject any or all
LEADING JEWELER
can
bids.
Plans and specifications
Attorney George S. Klock.
Mr. Shafroth also bad a .pleasant be bad by applying to O. Palladino,
visit with his old friend and colleague architect, 331 North Fourth street.
Fifty-sevent-
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Low Priced Selling of Fall Dress Goods

h

8ALE OP

Heavy Skirting Cloth,
and Black, for

30 Inch

FALL DRESS
GOODS, FOR THE NEXT TEN DAYS
A

NEW

In

Grey

Yard

I.o-gii-

in. Habit Dress and Skirting

Cloths;
Brown, Green, Navj. Tan and
Black; well worth 75c a yard;
priced now at

5fi

This DRESS GOODS

"OFFER"

free-for-a-

'

SPECIAL

II f h

.

50

set tho following

inch Brllliantlne; Black, Green, Navy, Brown and Red; worth 85c a
yard; sale price
All

36 ln

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

0

Yard

Distillers.
FRANKFORT, KT.

ilUtiiMMiitiii
i
t

mi mnnn
y

n

LJV,

04000Ot040Cl

At the Fall
son, new d- -

Carpets, Rtigs, Matting, Linoleum,

0

Curtains, Portieres and Drapeties

MELINI & EAKIN
Agent.

Sol

0

Albuquerquo, N. M.

ot

And also a full line

1

Autotnatlo Phons, 199.'

Blankets, Comf ortsSandJPillows

0
.

Our prices are the lowest

0
0

Cut this

F hPr

Albert

Out

Auto phone;

J,

Sl.

Bell phone,

T

i'

305 RAtit oad Avenoe

Residence

116.

BORDERS f runer! Director

mnd

Emblmr

to

'

the addrea

I
am a renter, and I would
like to know how I can buy a
home by paying out each month
the same as I now pay rent.

I

Electrical

"

1

Contractors.

Electric

Address,

O

HOW.

c--t

99

X

at
m

Gold Ave.

o

O

z

4

..f!,r.

11

o

.

0
H

'V.

.
"i

Ushttn.- I

power and puma- j
ing .planta, dyna--c
an
mos, motors
electrical snppllee. J
House wiring. Authorized agent tow
.
Crocker, Wheeler
Co. Agents tor the I
General Electric C. I
motors. '
Induction
Largest stock of .
electrical fixtures ta I
the southwest. Are-members ot the Ne-tlonal
Electrical
assoContractors'
We gl'
ciation.
tickets for the
ano contest
Auto, 'phone, 408.

-

Snap,

0

The Southwestern Electric & Construction Co., IncO

Name

66

J"

0

'

And mail It
Blven below:

Of

phone. No. 199.

Auto

Commercial CJub Building.
Black or White Hearse, $5.00
CITY UNDERTAKER.
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m
pi

H

004Oe0C40000404
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0

Second

I

O

signs la

000s0
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The Colorado Telephone Co.

To Our Patrons

I04KC040C44040

S8C

are showici
and Winter

An Open Letter

J2J.

Yard

We

o

two-stor-

SOC

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

rt

-

Yard

assorted

Bottled In Bond.

OO4xr)04O4OCiOOO4K

0m0O00OOOO0

SSC

)

201-21- 1

i

Yard

0

v. THE CELEBRATED

UNDERTAKERS

20

Yard

1 o o

.

F. F. TROTER.

Albatross;

Wool

X3

shades, for

as-fa-

p

SOC
he

Yard

THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES

liTTtKTIUUIIII

6

SQc

XiLd

The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.

Pythias

o
n

$1.15

All Wool Cheviot Serge, In
Black, Navy and Brown; worth
90c; sale price
50 pieces Fancy Mixed Dress Goods;
75c values;
choice of entire lot,

LOW

Visit our store and
Great Values:

.

t
t

90c

Fine All Wool Challles, for 50c per
yard; pretty Half Wool Challles,
for

PRICES"

m

Damon

-

Fine Broadcloths, In stylish
Dress Shades; worth $1.25 per
yard; you can buy them now for
Chiffon
Broadtioths; very
newest shade; a $1.60 per yard
value; on sale for
pieces of Finest All Wool Fancy
French Flannels; sold up to $1.25
per yard; choice of lot at
pieces All Woo) Walstlnga: "Fancy;" worth 85c per yard; sale
price

at

ELKS' THEATRE

0

25

To all women who consider the class
of Dress Goods, the time of year, and
above all th
.

"".

.

15

IMPORTANCE
it

Yard

at

IS OF

e

Yard

inch Ladies Cloth; all wool, In 15
diffrrnt shades; a splendid value,

52

j

heavy, in Greys,

entra

Room 18. N. T. Armljo Building.

We
Offer to supply you with anything In

our line, at prices that are fair and
square, and we are now making

mi

v

Special Prices

On the Following

99
Refrigerators
$8.75 Blue Flame Oil Stoves. . . .$8.75
(6
$8 China Tea Sets
25c
40c China Salad Bowls
Decorated Haviland China, at 20
per cent discount.
25o
75c Glass Berry Sets
20c
35c Glass Water Pitchers
$1.29
$1.75 Decorated Lamps
$3.25
$4.60 Decorated Lamps
65c
$1 Steam Cereal Cookers
40c
60c Steam Ego Poachers
$10.50
$12.50 Buggy Harness

Do you realiie that you can get
modern telephone service today for
what you are paying for Inferior

eer-Tice- T

The only long diftance transmitters
and receivers; wall or desk seU; long
time contracts, as you wish; lowest
rates.

S

$12

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

FOURTH

ST. AND RAILROAD

IBMMBBSlBHBBBSHaMaMMMiMSBaBMBiSliSaaBW

MillWood, Factory Wood

COKE

j

aTCord
J
:

Lump

cerrillos
AMERICAN BLOCK

jj

AST

O"

COAL

Wood

CV

I

Both Phones

AVE.

B. A. SLEYSTER

INSURANCE,

REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY H
PUBLIC.
Koom 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone, 174.
Hoht-r- t
Mclntyre Is recognized as W
()
America's foreujost descriptive

Is daily uddiiiK nw cufoiueis to our More. tJur prescription
-t
and doea MERIT the approval of physician and patient.
fa.'t, everything we sell must have MERIT, or we on't sell It,
liiu-

--

First St. and

0.

Gold Are

BRIQGS
H.Props.
Alvarado

A CO.- Pharmacy.

or,
In

Both Phones.

.
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X

PUMPKIN PIES FOR THE GODS
AND OTHER FOLKS.
o oooooooo ooooooooo ooooococo

!

.This Is a alory of two pumpkin pies
how to make 'rm. It costs money
to quash your tooth Into one, because
you've got to go to the famous arls
torratlc St. Regis Hotel In New sYork
to""get It. The other Is of the good
old "made by mother" variety, and
you bet It takes no back seat to any
l!e that ever tickled a Wall street
iialate. Hut anyway, here's how two
T anions
cooks, one called a "chef
and the other just "grandma," built
the fat, lurious, clinging pumpkin
I'les.
n

X-

-

X

TERRITORIAL TOPICS
x

-x-x--

-x-x-x

I

i

4

V v

f't

f

I

pie

Two-third-

GRANDMA

PHELPS' RECIPE
CHEF BAILLY'S RECIPE
FOR PUMPKIN PIE.
FOR PUMPKIN PIE.
Cut up a part of a pumpkin, wash
THE CRUST- One pound of flour,
pound butter, one-hal- f
and boil with the rind on until well
pint
water,
cooked.
ounce salt.
Run through a colander to Separate
Make hollow In the center of the
rind from pumpkin.
flour; put Into this the butter, salt
one-hal-

f

one-thir-

d

OOC0CC00CO00000
SOME ITEMS OF INTEREST
FROM

EMILE BAILLY.
and half of the water. Work well
the paste, adding more water. Knead
It properly, then roll It. Into a hall on
a floured table. Cover and let re
main for one hour.
Use a deep pit plate; line with pie
paste; raise up the edges, pinch all
around and let It stand for twenty
minutes In a cool place. Fill as di
rected and bake.
TUB PIE
Cut one pound of very
ripe pumpkin Into slices; clean out
the seeds and peel. Cut It Into small
pieces and put Into a saucepan with
some water to cook over a brisk fire;
then drain and press the pulp through
a sieve. Pour this Into a vessel, adding to it four eggs, a pinch of ginger.
a pinch of cinnamon, a small pinch of
nutmeg, one ounce of melted butter,
and a hair pint of rich milk. Stir
well.

Use

this

preparation

for filling
plate lined
with pie paste. Push carefully Into
the oven and finish filling: with a
dipper. Cook from 40 to 60 minutes.
three-fourth-

s

full

a

pie

IN THE PUBLIC EYE
WILL HAVE CHARGE OF THE MILLIONS OF SUPPLIES ON THE

'

OUR WESTERN NEIGHBOR
IOC0CCCCC0C00CCCCC
SULPHUR1 SPRINGS VALLEY
RAPIDLY HOMESTEADED

PANAMA CANAL.

(The vast amount of material that
will be used In building the Panama
Canal will be entrusted to Walter G.
Tubhy, of St. Paul, Minn., now on
fight his way to the isthmus to assume

i

STOP, WOMAN!

Advantage
ing Diamonds

TEi

AND CONSIDER

THE ALL

x-x

IMPORTANT FACT

MRS. KUCHENBECKER
ILL IN LOS ANGELES.

Louis Kuchenhecker, who left Gallup for Los Angeles where his mother
the hospital, says the Republican, has written to his father that
his mother is feeling better, and although her condition Is serious the
physclans have hopes of pulling her
through. Mr. Kuehenbecker will Join
them should his wife not do so well.

That in

address-

WW

-

v-

in Buy- -

lA

We buy Diamonds direct from the cutters and
purchase only Blue White and Extra White Perfect
Diamonds.
We are now sclllnr from a reserve stock
bought for Investment several years ago.
Although the
price of Diamonds has advanced considerably we are eoahled
ay
to sen inese line uiamondt
at prices tnen prevailing.
Send for our handiome illustrated1 Fill and
Christmas Catalog No. 16. It li Free.
We ship on approval end pay all charges whether you buy or not. We
rely on the high quality of onr goods to merit and win your trade.
to-d-

ing Mrs.
you are con- fldinffyour private
ins to a woman
a woman whose experience with women's
diseases covers a great
LOS ANGELES, CAL.
Importers
many years.
HAS SKIPPED TO
You can talk freely
UNKNOWN
PARTS.
It Is current report at Alamogordo to a woman when it la
that W. E. Allen, who has been gen- revolting to relate
eral foreman .f thu Tlo nn.l Tlmhnr yonr private trou
till lb- haa luff fnr giniifl
nort- - bles to a man
COmnanvJ In th
' .".v
man
Mason
more congenial to nimseir, without beeides a under-stand
giving notice to tils employers, says does not
bethe Advertiser.
tie nilirlnnlltr omo
Contracts taken for Cement-Ston- e
he is a man
Houses and foundations.
from Nashville, Tenn. The company cause
A house built of this material is warmer in winter and cooler la
women
Many
has-sefor another man.
summer
suffer in silence and drift alonfr from
than a brick house, and Is cheaper than good brick.
bad to worse, knowing full well that
Foundations for frame houses cheaper than common rubble
FELL FROM ENGINE AND
to
assistought
have
immediate
stone. Let me figure with you. Drop a card and I will call.
BROKE HIS COLLAR BONE. they
ance, but a natural modesty Impels ft
COffMIff WALTER AND 9 ANT A rm BTRCTm
Dennis Menogue, an employe of the them to
themfrom
exposing
shrink
bridges and bnlldincr ennir haH tha selves to the questions and probably
misfortune to fall while alighting from examinations of even their family
an engine, and break his collar bone, physician. It Is unnecessary.
Without
says the Alamouordo Advertiupr Ha money or price you can consult a woalso sustained some severe bruises. man whose knowledge from actual exne was urought down to the hospital perience is great.
JT
and
I
ii
and now able to b out aealn nn,t will Mrs. Plnkham's Standing
Invitation,
be able to report for duty in the course
'
v
Women suffering from any form of
OLD
i
I,
MCKOBY
of a couple of weeks.
female weaknessare Invited to promptly
communicate with Mrs. Pinkham, at
SOCORRO HAS VISITORS
FROM BUFFALO, N. Y. Lvnn, Mass. All letters are received,
Mrs. C. R. Shuttleworth and three opened, read and answered by women
interesting children, of Buffalo. N. Y.. ouly. A woman can freely talk of her
arrived in Socorro the other morning private illness to a woman; thus haa
and wlU be the guests of Hon. and been established the eternal confidence
J.KorlJ8r&Co.
between Mrs. Pinkham and the women
Mrss. Daniel H. McMillan for the win
ter. Mrs. Shuttleworth, who Is a niece of America which has never been
WHOLESALE
broken. Out of the vast volume of
of Mrs. McMillan's, and children, vis
experience which she has to draw from,
and RETAIL
years
two
ago
ited bocorro
and they
more than possible that she has
Albuquerque, N. M.
wHl now receive a hearty welsome it is
gained
very
knowledge
the
will
that
from the friends and acquaintances help your case, bhe asks nothing
in
.
.
they made at that time.
return except your good-wil- l,
and her
advice
relieved
has
thousands.
Surely
BIG CATTLE DEAL
any woman, rich or poor, is very foolish
AT HILLSBORO. If she does not take advantage of this
The lareest ratlin riei thm haa generous
offer of assistance.
been made In this section for a numIf you are ill, don't hesitate to get a
ber of years was consummated last bottle
of Lydia E.
Vegetable
Every horse needs a blanket this U
week when H. . A. Ri near nil rrh aaaA Compound at once, Pinkham's
PTtttO
and write Mrs. Pink
weather, and we invite an inspec- of Thos. Ingiis all his dorses, cattle ham Lynn. Mass., for special advire.
Tflsw Jkt3.
tlon ' our lar86 line. A good, Q
ouu lauuues; ne aiso purchased the
When a medieine liiw been
old B. N. Greelv ranch from
s rvr in restoring to health so manysuccessful
'x llned- - Burlap Blanket, lwth two
women,
says the Hlllshoro Advocate. vMr! you cannot well say, without trying it,
Burcinsles attached, for $1.50. Fine fj
wot1 8treet Blankets at $2.50 each. U
Ringer will keep up the Ingiis brand " 1 do not believe it will
help ma."
and will eventually make his head'
quarters at the Ingiis place.
Mr.
.
si niiniirnnnr aiddiipf on
(No. 7186.)
Ringer is now one of the most extenCor. First street and TIJeras road.
Q
OF
REPORT
THE CONDITION
sive cattle owners in this section of
of the
the county.
Pink-ha-

Brock and Feagans

mm

oooooooo

ootooooaoa
contractor

D. C. CLEVINGER,

B AiPJ

'

rti

WAGONS

Bsg.nai...
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!ii
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Horse Blankets and

-1

concluded by advising tnlners to
clear of litigation and keep peace charge of the division of materials
and supplies. He was chosen for his
The discovery of artesian
water among themselves.
experience In railroad work.)
near Douglas, Ariz., has caused a
Age 52; born Acton, Ontario.
FORGER SENT TO
great rush of settlers into the Sulphur TRIBUTE TO TOMBSTONE
Educated Georgetown academy and
MINING OPERATOR.
Springs Valley of Cochise county
PEN IN ARIZONA.
Em
C. Marks, nllaa Pn o
nn.i
where many homesteads are now beAll the qualities that go to score Toronto Military School.
Henderson, who is wanted in various
Canadian militia officer 12 years.
ing taken up every day. A stretch of success in the usual employments
s oi tne united states for forgery
Became a government surveyor on
country eight miles in length has that engage the efforts of men are refas sentenced at Tombstone to serve
been filed on during the last month. quired In
degree In the the Canadian Pacific in 1873.
ve
years In the terrlfnrial noniton.
Remained with the Canadian PaThe soil of the valley is very rich but mining Industry. And, when all is
has never been tilled on account of said and done, It Is the possessor of cific until 1887. when he was appoint tlary at Yuma. He plead nulltv of
of the St. forging a check of the National bank
Jack of 'water. Artesian wells will that spark of Industrial genius which ed general storekeeper
of San Francisco on the Chemical
)lace all the 'lower valley within the combines courage with originality and
bank of New York fnrth nmr,,
tillable area.
initiative that heaps the greater re$281, which he attempted to pass on
wards to be had In searching for the
me miners ana Merchants' bank of
ARIZONA COWBOYS SEEK
stores hidden by nature.
Btsbee.
The experience of Marcus Daly In
NEW AND DISTANT FIELD.
cowboys, the Butte country Illustrates how one
Several
southwestern
A NET EVENING DRESS.
some of whom are well known to man wins a fortune where other men
New York. Nov
v rn ,.r
Arizona people, left New York last score but failure. Daly, within the
daintiest evening- iirow i
"week for the Argetlne Republic, where first year of bis residence in the new
this season was exhibited far just one
they will work on the 'ranges. Among camp, formed a theory that the larger
uay msi weeK ty a Broadway importthose who went are Clay McGonlgie, ore bodies were to be found In the
er. It was of cream net. trim mQH with
Joe Garduer, Joe Hooker, fWild lower levels, and only after going
v.
ruffles of cream lops
Horse" Hill, Lem and Ira Driver' and through a thousand or more feet of
. , Huu nroom
v. . v.u (i.
vcl-a Ing run with baby velvet
Will Pickett.
Both Pickett and
rock that bore no values at all. It
ribbon of
are well known in Maricopa meant a fortune to test the theory,
mo lureuesi suaae or old rose. It
was built over a foundation of
Pickett Is a negro and If it did not work out Daly and
and Gila counties.
India silk, which is so much softer
mown as -- "Bulldog," who wrestles his associates were broke. It was a
man a tarreta that it la almost the
case of "seeing below the ground"
with the wild bulls.
only thing suitable for use under net
no surface Indications supported the
ARIZONA JEWS HELP
Each ruffle was beaded with the
theory. But Daly bad a sublime faith
beading run with ribbon. It was also
BROTHERS IN RUSSIA. in his pudgment, and the result showActing la response to an urgent tele- ed
l
he was right and everyone
gram from New York, which reached elsethat
was wrong.'
fhoenlx, Mrs. Charles Goldman, the An Incident of somewhat similar
ame day secured 1300 among the local character Is found In the experience
"Walter g. tubby.
Jews. The telegram from New York of E. IU Gage and his associates in
aslced that Phoenix Hebrews raise as the work of reclaiming the old Tomb Paul, Minneapolis & Manitoba railmucli money as possible at once and stone Consolidated properties la this road, now the Great Northern.
end t to New York, whence It would! county. . The . workings were filled
Next year he left the Hill system
be sent to Russia for the relief of suf- with water fifteen years ago and the to become construction
storekeeper
fering Jews In that couatry, some of shafts abandoned. The ore was there on the Chicago, St. Paul & Kansas
whom have been left penniless and In
questionno
about that but could City.
want as a result of the recent massa- the water be reduced to a level
Recalled to the Great Northern In
cres and uprisings against the Cera- would permit the operation of that
the 1890, and in 1898 was promoted to
mic people of Russia. Mrs. Goldman mines, and, being reduced, could it general storekeeper of the system.
popes to considerably Increase the be permanently
Engln
Secured for the Great Northern the
'moi)irt before the subscription Is eeripg opinion wascontrolled?
divided on the sub- world's record in track laying eight
jrlosed.
ject; failure meant the loss of a for- miles in one day.
tune. But the confidence of Gage
This was on August 11, 1887, beTO INOCULATE ALFALFA
never wavered. Today the mines are tween Mlnot, S. D., and Helena. Mont.
SEED WITH BACTERIA. in full operation, ore is being regularly
Since 1887 has been closely assoThe United States experiment sta shipped, and the property promises to ciated with John F. Stevens, -- hlef
tion at Tucson has received a quan be a large producer for many years to engineer on the Isthmian canal, they
ity of the new artificially prepared come.
entering the Great Northern service
"bacteria for Inoculating alfalfa seed.
It requires a high quality of courage
the same time.
In order to make a wide test of this to stake fortune In the manner of about
Married and has several children.
treatment lu Arizona the station will these men. It is this kind of faith
treat seed free of charge If left at the that wins the battles of life in what JOHN 0'LEARY ACTED
experiment fa I'm. The station has ever avenue it may direct Mines and
only one lot of bacteria, which must Minerals.
AS IF HE WAS CRAZY
be used up Immediately when once
made up. After Inoculation the seed
A Disastrous Calamity.
4s dried and may be kept two or three
FORCES POCKET KNIFE INTO
months without injury. This treat- youIt Is a disastrous calamity, when
8TORE OF LEARNARD & LIN
your
lose
health,
indibecause
ment Is expected to do better on new gestion
DEMANN,
AND TALKS ABOUT
and constipation have sapped
land than on land that already proBEING ROBBED.
put on both skirt and waist In a
duces good alfalfa. On the latter it It away. Prompt relief can be had in
They
probably will produce no increase Dr. King's New Life Pills.
simple ker Dattern. In wbieb
up
your
build
digestive
organs,
and
at all.
The police are conrronted with a of the upturning openings was strapcure headache, dizziness, colic, conped with ribbon. And all through
stipation, etc. Guaranteed by all drug- case which It may require a jurist to this
DON'T GO BY OLD
beading trimming there were tied
solve.
gists;
25c.
THEORIES UNTRIED
At 4 o'clock this morning Police uiij nine oows or ribbon.
Professor James Douglas, president
The lace ruffles were put on the
man Highbargin found a man who
NOTICE.
companies, in his
of the Phelps-Dodggives his name as John O'I.eary, waist In a sort nt tarket thuno moot.
Is
notify
This
to
merchants
the
that
Ing the ruffles which ran over the
second talk before the American Min- I will
not be responsible for any debts leaning up against the front of
ing Congress at El Paso, gave an inft Llndemann's music stole sieeve.
1arnaid
by
my
contracted
Mrs.
wife.
Bertha
teresting review of the mining develThe yoke was of the net with no
on Gold avenue.
He had forced his
opment of the southwest, which many Conley, from this date.
pocket knife into the window casing, silk foundation underneath.
15,
November
1905.
of the delegate say was the best
The girdle was of the cream silk
when he was asked what he was
JE. CONLEY. and
practical mining talk ever delivered.
trying to do, said: "They are trying folded.
Professor Douglas told of the, history
In passing. I must Ray that these
to rob me.
WHAT HAVE YOU TO TRADE
of the Blshee camp, saying that it For properly at Lo Cerrlllos?
When O'Leary was brought Into po iiuiea entow sleeves, in all kinds of
Cost
now sends out 9,0(10,000 pounds of cop- fl,J50; trading
f
price, .
of lice court this morning he bad the ap thin materials, are nothing short of
per per month, when at one time the cost. A snap, if you can use the
pearance of having been on a pro a rage this season.
LIL.
camp was In dire danger of being property. Ikm't be afraid to talk longed spree, and acknowledged that
abandoned forever. This was due to with me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South be was yet drunk. The case was
Notice For Bids.
Bids for the repair of the bridge
the opinion prevailing some years ago Broadway.
continued until tne defendant
that when limestone was reached it
solier, or in a normal state of crossing the Klo Grande at Corrales,
was time to quit. Hln talk was genSubscribe for The Citizen and get mind. OTeary's actions have been so In accordance with the plans aud spe- erally Interesting throughout, and he the news.
or tne county surveyor,
peculiar that there is some question
iea in ine offloe of the county clerk,
as to hts soundness of mind.
will be received by the board of coun
ty commissioners up to 10 o'clock, a.
MILLS WILL TOUCH
m., Tuesday, November 28, 1905, the
ON SOCIAL QUESTION board claiming the right to reject any
or an oius.
J. H. O'Rielly & Co. Speak Emphatically on Need of e
JAMES A. SUMMERS.
Walter Thomas Mills, the socialist
Clerk.
orator, who is to peak at Colombo
Treatment for Stomach Troubles.
When
you
ball tonight, arrived in the city last
are In need of fine liquors
and wines, call on Ernest Meyers ft
"The demand of the hour," says a think of its value. Every one who night from Topeka.
Co
116
indigestion
has
or stomach troubles,
West Silver avenue. Auto
While Mr. Mills' chosen subject tomember of J. II. O'Rielly ft Co., Albuquerque's leading druggists, "is for a should procure this best of medicines night will be "The Suicide of Capital-Ism,- " matic phone, 240.
how
quickly it gives relief
and see
he will also devote some time
Bubscrlbe for Tb Citizen and get
reliable treatment of stomach trou- and health."
to the social evil question, whic h is
bles that U practical and convenient
If you have a feeling of heaviness at present attracting much attention the new.
to use."
arter eating, are bothered with belch- In Albuquerque, and those interteu
cures," ing of gades, are nervous, easily Irri- may learn something of how the quesTher are mauy
he continued, "but the trouble U that tated, dizzy, cannot sleep well, or tion Is treated in other cities, by gowith the exception of
they have a headache or backache, go to ing to hear him.
Cough
do not cure or they are not practical. J. H. O'Rielly ft Co for a 60 cent box
Mr. Mills baa been a journalist and
Medicine
VMM
This remedy is easy to use, being In of
Ask them to give you a teacher all his life, and Is consid"-Safe
tablet form, and the fact that J. H. their guarantee so that tue medicine ered one of the moxt able exponnou
O'Rielly ft Co. guarantees It to cure, will cost you nothing unless It re- of the soeial question on the American
r refund tie money, shows what tbey stores health.
stage.
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The Home Made.
In made by "Grandma"
11ielp8, who Is famous all over the
GRANDMA
PHELPS.
well known pie belt as a maker of
To make two fles. take a quart of
he pumpkin delight,
Mrs. Phelps
lives at Conneaut, and she could, If the pumpkin and mix with it the fol
he would, make pics from daylight to lowing:
1arkneg end still heiir calls for Two eggs.
s
of a cup of granulated
'more!" She has written out her
'recipe expressly fur this newspaper: sugar.
One tenspoonful of ginger.
One-hal- f
teaspoonful of cinnamon.
t
The Royal.
A pinch of aalt.
Emile Hallly la the French chef of
Enough sweet milk to bring whole
ttie Hotel St. Regis, most aristocratic to the right consistency.
hotel In New York, and the money
Pour on crust In tins and bake In
ia gets for chefing is something moderate oven until nicely browned.
to cook at Monte
fierce. He
Grandma Phelps doesn't give a re
'Carlo, where, at some time he made cipe for the crust.
food for all the crowned heads of
"No use telling a woman what to
iCurope. He has written his recipe for put in it if she can't make
the crust,"
pumpkin pies especially for this news she says, and what Grandma
Phelps
paper:
says goes.
This

X-- X-X
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one-hal-

STATE

NATIONAL BANK
at Albuquerque, in the Territory of
New Mexico, at the close of business,

The St. ElmomX

November 9th, 1905:
Resources.
Loans and Discounts
$290,707.36
Overdrafts, secured and un12,771.55
secured
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation .'. .,
100,000.00
5,068.75
Premiums on U. S. Bonds
Banking house, furniture
5,392.41
and fixtures
Due from National Banks
(not reserve agents) .... 36,562.43
Due from State Banks and
854.42
Bankers
Due from approved reserve agents
37,558.97
Checks and other cash
2,010.79
items
Notes of other National
2,300.00
Banks
Fractional paper currency,
nickels, and cents
966.70
Lawful Money Reserve in
Bank, "viz.:
Specie
$11,868.15
14,468.00

Redemption

fund with U.
S. Treasurer (5 per cent
of circulation)
Total

JOSEPH BARNSTT, Propw

0C00C000000Oi
WE GRIND OUR OWN LENSES
For the reason that

"

BalsamiL

we can guarantee

all glasses prescribed by us.

Optical Co.
Bebber
115"GOLD AVE.
Member of Board of Optometry
Examiners.

W. L. THIMBLE & CO.

N. PEACH & CO.

LIVERY, SALE FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES
Horses and Mules bought and exchanged.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITT
Second street, between Railroad and
Copper avenues.

HEAL ESTATE DEALERS

Automatic 'phone, 535. Office,
26,336.15
West Gold Avenue.

208

mTdragoie

5,000.00

Dealers In
MERCHANDISE,
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco and
all kind of Freeh Meat.
$00 North Broadway, Corner of Wash-lBKtoAvenue. ALBUQUERUE.N.y M.

$525,529.53

GENERAL.

Liabilities.
Capital Stock paid in
$100,000.00
Undivided profits, less expenses and taxes paid... 11,513.29
National Bank Notes outstanding
100,000.00
Due to other' National
6,068.97
Banks
Individual deposits subject
196,568.64
to .check
Demand certificates of deposit
110,613.78
Certified checks
436.50
Cashier's checks outstanding
,
328.35

.

TAILORING

MERCHANT

UPSTAIRS,

OVER

NO. 209 WEST
O. BAM-

O. F. PLATT,
The real cleaner and dyer. Ladies', and gentlemen's fins
clothes a specialty.
Portieres,
lacs curtains, etc 1411 North
Fifth street Old 'phone, Red,
26V2. Automatic 'phone, 675.
.

xxccxxorxxxxxxxxxxxxioooo

AVENUE,
BINI, PROPRIETOR

.. RAILROAD

My merchant tailoring stiop is upNo. 209 West Railroad ave-

stairs over

nue, where I solicit the patronage of
o.
VANM
the public. All work guaranteed first-clasas I have had fifteen years' exEyesight Specialist
perience in the business.. Suits made President of New Mexico Board of
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
Optometry.
repaired. The specific I use will not
First established optician In New
injure the cloth. Ladles' garments Mexico.
Glasses fitted for poor sight,
also cleaned and walking skirts made headache and nervous strain.
to order. Give me a trial.
Office Room 9, Whiting block. ApO. BAMBINI.
pointments
made at Vann's drug
store.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

s.

s,

Total

$525,529.53

Territory of New Mexico, County of
Bernalillo, ss:
I, J. B. Herndon, cashier
of the

bank, do solemnly swear
Is true to the
best of my knowledge and belief.
J. B. HERNDON, Cashier.
Correct Attest:
D. A. MACPHERSON,
above-name-

d

that the above statement

I. A. DYE,
D. H. CARNS.

H.

3.

No. 6968.

Department of the Interior, Land Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico, October 31, 1905.
Notice is hereby given- that the following named settler has filed notice
of his Intention to make final proof
in support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the probate clerk at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on December 6, 1905, vli., Juan
Bautlste Kowemlsneh, of Valencia
county, New Mexico, for the 8H
NWV4l NV4 SW, section 28, township
12 north, range 7 west. '
lie namet the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon and cultivation of said land,
viz., Gertrudes lleco, Jose Gonealea,
Hlsenta Alonza and Teodoro Powto,
all of Laguna, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

Directors.
Subscribed and sworn to before me
this 15th day of November, 1905.
P. F. M'CANNA. Notary Public.
If in need of fine liquors for family
and medicinal purposes, call on Ernest Meyers ft Co., 116 West Silver
avenue.

-

Spend your leisure time at the pool
hall at No. 115 West Railroad ave
nue.

CATARRH

NOTICE FOR

S?ADj

PUBLICATION.

.r

o.

A. IV. HAY DEN

CONTRACTOR
412

A

Office and Factory
WEST COPPER AVENUE.
Albuquerque, fl. M.

Phones, Auto.

10K;

I

Sure to Civ

Satisfaction.

i

Thos. F. Keleher

OILS, VARNISHE3 AND
BRUSHES.
Leather,
Harness,
Saddles, Lap
Robes, Horse Blankets, Etc. Palmetto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
Pelts.
109 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE.

Woman's Exchange
COOKINO

Department of the Interior, Land Of- Boston Baked Beans and Brown Bread
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico, Ocevery Saturday.
tober 31, 1905.
401 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.
Notice is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice
&
of his Intention to make final proof
in support of his claim, and that aald FIRE INSURANCE, RHAL ESTATE,
LOANS
proof will be made before the proAutomatic phone 451.
bate clerk at Albuquerque, New MexRoom 10. N. T. Armljo Building.
ico, on December 5, 1905, vis., Gertrude Heco, widow of Francisco Heco,
deceased, of Valencia county, for the
S
6E.i. NWVi 61314, 8W NE4.
Movin
Drayin
Shippin'
28, township 12 north,
of section
range 7 west.
FREIGHTIN
lie names the following witnesses
to prove bis continuous residence
Tou
have
as once, yos'll
upon and cultivation of said land,
vix., Jiran Bautiste Kowemisneh, Tecall again.
Prices right;
e
and
odoro Powto, Jose
there ain't no gougln'.
Alonza, all of Ijiguna, New Mex-

CIVIS RELIEF AT ONCE.
soot bee, heals, and protects thai
It cleanse,
.
L.
I
rv.
1'
I
J:
L curta J ui u Mint,
uuieanuu uiuiuunuio.
(Lrivt-away a Cold In the lload quioldrj
Korttorau the Rinses of Taste and Small,
to uo. Contains no injurious drugn.
Applied iuto the nostrils ttnd absorbed.
Larkte Kin, 50 cents at DrunK'1 or by ico.
iilxA 1 rial Sia, 10 cents by mail.
(
ELY BROTHERS, 68 Wsrrsa SL, New Yark,
s

Colo., Black 265

PAINTS.

RANKIN

Ely's Cream Balm
This Remedy la 8peclflet

NO BUILDER.

ALL HOMZ

H. E. No. 5769.

Re-liabl-

3

SAMPLE AND
CLUB ROOMS

'.

J 20 West RaJftoat Area

PRACTICAL REMEDY

Allen's

WIC8$,Eni!!M,El5,

'

iegat-tende- r

notes

1

Ke-wa--

CO.

Dis-ent-

iMAXUEL R. OTERO.

Register.

Ey the Albuquerque Transfer

Utt

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

MOST

22,

ALHUUUEHQUE

190.

EVENING CITIZEN
THIRD STREET

HOW THE PRESIDENT HURLED AN

ANYTHING

OLYMPIAN BOLT TO SLAY A GNAT
A

Word from

Jch

Wise.

OF THE CHAUFFEUR
CASE AND THE CIVIL
SHOWS
SERVICE AMENDMENT
THE PRESIDENT HOT TEMPERREINSTATEED AT TIMES
MENT, BUT NO EXCULPATION.

HISTORY

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.,

Meat Market
and Salt Meat.
Steam Sauaage Factory.
EMI9 KLEINWORT,
Masonic Building, North Third Street
All Kindt of Fresh

ELVIDCE

ManT a feller sees th
hamlwrittn' on th' wall.
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ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

FOUND AT" LAST

Woolens laundered without shrinking. We nave added to our already well equipped laundery a machine with which we can handle
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them ney
are Just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring them to us
and we will straighten them out for you.
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IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO

HOISTING
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MACHINERY
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A. E. WALKER,
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FOR THIRTY YEARS
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Write us your condition and we can supply your
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SCREEN DOORS
Third And Marquette
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Unredeemed Diamonds

THE WHOLESALE PRICE. SHOULD

BELOW

YOUR JEWELER OFFER TO SELL YOU A
AT COST,
IT WOULD
DIAMOND EVEN
still pay you to buy It from us, as we are In a position to sell diamonds that have been pawned to us at 20 per cent less than retail

jewelers buy at wholesale.
The Man You Can Trust
ROSENflELD, The Pawnbroker.
,
next door to the St. Elmo, Albuquerque, N.
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Railroad tickets bought and sold transactions guaranteed.
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STICKING TO

BIT GO Off

A

M.

CONTRACT.

,

Is one of our good points. We do not
repudiate figures on estimates, and
we follow every detail closely. We do.

The Cleaner

only work of the very highest class,
and we charge only reasonable price
work. We And that this
for first-clas- s
policy pays us. You'll find It will pay
you to have us do your work.
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Gmrral Building SgppUes
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New Planing Mill
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B WILLIAMS and P. W. SCHMALMAACK.
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Proprietors.

Prescriptions Always5
Compounded by a
Member of the Firm
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Citizen Want Ads Bring The Best Results;
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The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

Located on the Been
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of this court this Ttli day or :soeiii
bf-r- ,

A. D. 1105.

Probate Clerk

Man's ' Linieifiahnes
But
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Thos. S. Austin, Mgr. of the "Republican," of Leavenworth, Ind., was not
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Ml nrfa 111 then SO blCK,
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refive (5) physicians had failed to Believe her. After taking Electric can
tters, she was perfectly cured, and
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ties." Guaranteed by all druggist
price 60c.
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Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town aod Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
. .

,.

.

,

streets, with allevs 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shad trees; public school house, costr,.v1.o ot loM nut with t.rnad M nnd
large
daily;
winery;
three
150
hotel..
barrels
rapacity.
mill,
Roller
Commercial club: a population of 1.500 Inhabitants; largest mercantile establishment, in New Mexico; the Belen Patent
Its importance as a great commercial railroad city In (he m ar future cannot be estimated.
iue. ueaus "u uny m icuun
Belen is the largewt shipping point lor wool, nour, wnea:,

r'iTJ 1
restaurants, etc.
ALL

.

FAST LIMITED

t,.

-i-

..-

EXPRESS,

70-fo-

IvtAIL

AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA

FE ROUTE

WILL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,

EAST AND WEST. NORTH AND SOUTH.

bakery, tailor shop, Foe house, Jeweler, plumbing shop, placing mill,
or kjravtl. We nee!
Th lot nffft.rM are in the center of the city, well graded, (many of them Improved by cultivation); no mud
hotel.
a
modern
Also
coal and wood yard, drug Btore, harness Fhop, etc . etc.
WARRANTY DEEDS.
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO
first-claK-

first-clas-

MEN AND WOMEN,

I'HtiMnSCMlllifi'

&

ing
east and west from Chicago,
Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system-leadKansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

A. SUMMERS,
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Town and Improvement Company
Belen
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WM.
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of the peace of the Needles precinct,
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county supervisors of San Bernardino
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WEATHER INDICATIONS.
is now considered one of the. wealthy
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FAMOUS STUDEBAKER WAGONS AND BUGGIES.
MACHINISTS' TOOLS A SPEC ALTY.

No. 215 West Railroad Avenue

Albuquerque, New Mexico
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